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This thesis is written to complete my graduation project for the Master Mechanica! 
Engineering at the TU /e which is performed at Vanderlande Industries (VI) in Veghel. 
Besides my interests for constructions and mechanisms, my interests go to automotive as 
well. Designing a feasible 'BagTruck' sounds like an appealing challenge, combining both 
interests. 

A BagTruck (baggage truck) automates the current bulk baggage handling process between 
the smaller aircrafts and the terminals. The baggage handling using the BagTruck is a 
whole new method of baggage handling that improves the ergonomics of the employees 
and reduces the cycle times. 

I choose for an extern graduation project to experience the difference between the university 
environment of the TU /e and the business surroundings of Vl. I hope to learn to manage 
an entire project from A to Z and develop skills that will lubricate the processes of my 
future projects. Since Vanderlande Industries is rated number nine in the annual ranking 
of the worldwide material handling branch, I consider it a real opportunity to see the 
operating procedure within the R&D division of such a prominent company. (In the 
baggage handling branch VI is number two of the world) 

Hereby I want to thank Roëll van Druten to be my TU /e coach; he is the capable and willing 
TU /e employee to support me with both process and technica! issues. 
Also many thanks to Erwin van Schaijk and Dirk-Jan Verheijden from Vl. Erwin was my 
technica! coach who I met weekly to update the BagTruck project progress and Dirk-Jan 
supported the project process matters. This separation of coaching is exceptional. Jack van 
den Goor, Marcel Bunkers, Bram van Rijt, John Vissers, Bertus van Duijnhoven and Erwin 
Prinsen are also thanked for their contribution in the BagTruck project. 
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ABSTRACT 
The feasibility study described in this report is performed at the Research and Development 
(R&D) department of Vanderlande Industries (VI) in Veghel. At the baggage handling 
section of the R&D, they develop highly automated systems for sorting, storing and 
transporting baggage in the terminals. Unfortunately, the link of bulk baggage handling 
between the cargo compartrnents of the smaller (narrow body) airplanes and the terminals 
is still labour-intensive. The BagTruck principle (partly) automates this final link. Tuis 
method uses a Swap Body (SB) container with conveyors to store the baggage in. The 
BagTruck loads the SB with baggage from an airplane and transports it to the terminal. At 
the terminal the SB unloads itself at a doek, see Figure 1. For the first application of the 
BagTruck idea VI has Amsterdam Airport Schiphol (AAS) in mind. 

Interface [ 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the BagTruck principle 

Earlier BagTruck designs (see Figure Il) are not considered feasible by VI and the target for 
this project is to design a feasible Bagîruck system that is less complex, more robust and 
will be supported by Vl. 

Figure Il: Earlier BagTruck designs 

The project is divided in several phases based on a methodic design approach. Using this 
method solving the entire design problem is performed by solving several smaller ones. 

The most important requirements are that the Swap Body is able to store/unload 100 pieces 
ofbaggage in 6 min at the terminals and in n min at the airplane. The BagTruck including 
swap body and interface has maximum dimensions; 10 m x 2.55 m x 3.8 m (1 x w x h) and 
must be able to handle narrow body airplanes with cargo doorsill heights of 1,27 m to 2,77 
m. One operator must be able to intercept baggage between the airplane and the SB. 

The main function 'handle baggage of NBs at D-pier of AAS' is subdivided into smaller sub 
functions in the function analysis. All sub functions require solutions, for the complex ones 
altemative solutions are produced in brainstorm sessions, for the less complex sub 
functions solutions are found individually. All alternative solutions are displayed well
organized in the morphological chart. In the converging phase design structures are 
selected by choosing one solution for each sub function in the morphological chart. The 
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interesting design structures are judged positive, negative or interesting (PNI) in several 
group discussions with the BagTruck requirements and preferences in mind. At the end of 
the converging phase the following concept 5 (Figure Illa) is selected by performing a 
decision analyses. 

Figure 111: a) Concept 5 is selecte<! in the decision analysis b) Concept after the development phase 

In order to prove the feasibility of the total BagTruck most challenging components are 
developed in more detail. (see Figure Illb) This is performed taking the baggage process 
into account. Since the size, weight and shape of the baggage fluctuates, the process should 
be as smooth as possible to avoid baggage jams and holdups. Minimizing the gaps between 
conveyors and installing side guides improve the baggage process. 

The cost prize is estimated for the three key components 
with a VI calculator and displayed in Table A. r / _ 30%) 

Component Cost prize (€) 
BagTruck 

Swap Body 
247.000 

60.000 

An estimation of the required number of components to Terminal interface 2 1.ooo 

equip AAS D-pier is performed to calculate the total Table A: Cost prize per component 

investment costs. For the original BagTruck process concept an expense of 5.8 M€ is 
required. By introducing a transport truck for SB transport between the aprons and the 
terminals this expense is reduced by 1.4 M€. 

Problems that could arise in the further development and implementation of the BagTruck 
are studied in the potential problem analysis (PPA), where risks are identified and their 
probability and seriousness are judged. Suggestions are proposed to reduce the likely and 
serious problems. 

Over-all conclusions are: 

1. Commitment of VI engineers and salespersons is gained for the BagTruck design 
shown in Figure Illb. 

2. Methodic design approach showed to be useful for communication of design 
processes, design validation and decision making. 

3. The automation is placed mainly in the interfaces, making the Swap Body robust 
and low-cost. There are more Swap Bodies required than interfaces. 

4. Cost reduction is possible by introducing a transport truck. 

The mail recommendation is to perform a business case to estimate the optimal number of 
required components by simulation. Herein aspects as investrnents and operational costs 
reduction should be calculated more accurate. One of the results in the business case 
should be the maximum cost prize of the BagTruck components. When these prizes are 
compared with the estimated prizes in this report, VI knows if it is interesting to continue 
developing the BagTruck. 
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Parking area for a airplane. 
The probability that the system is operating properly when it is 
requested for use. [5] 
A hole in the terminal wall where Swap Bodies are positioned 
against. 
A conveyor including its side guides in a container or Swap Body to 
store the baggage on. 
Directives involving essential health and safety requirements 
covering the entire scope of machinery. [14] 
Well-organized representation of solutions per sub function. 
Small airplane that requires bulk baggage handling 
Baggage that exceeds the maximum baggage dimensions or has an 
irregular shape and is not conveyable. 
The probability of components, parts and systems to perform their 
required functions for a desired period of time without failure in 
specified environments with a desired confidence. [5] 
Series oflogical steps in conducting the examination of the hazards 
associated with machinery. [14] 
Time it takes to change the position of the entrance conveyor to 
(un)load a different lane of the Swap Body. 
A swappable container on a truck that can be parked on its 
collapsible legs for loading and unloading at a doek. 
The time an airplane is parked on the apron between arrival and 
departure. 
Big airplane where the baggage is handled using special shaped air 
containers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. 1. Vanderlande Industries 

The following feasibility study is performed at Vanderlande Industries (VI) in Veghel. VI is 
a growing manufacturer of automated material handling systems in distribution centres 
(Nike, Audi, Wehkamp, eet.) and express parcel sortation facilities (UPS, DHL, DPD, etc.). 
But VI is one of the world's leading integrators of baggage handling systems for airports 
(Amsterdam, Londen, Paris, etc.). VI distinguishes from its competitors, by developing 
systems that are extremely reliable, both hardware and software. 
Tuis project is part of the baggage handling subdivision of the Research and Development 
(R&D) department. The R&D department counts almost 100 employees and has a quite 
open and flat organization structure. Tuis together with the open-plan office space 
stimulates communication between the employees. Despite the fact that the R in R&D 
stands for research, most activities within the R&D in Veghel are for development. Many 
experiments are performed in the Innovation Center (IC) to test new developed techniques. 
The IC is at the same location in Veghel as the R&D department and the factory. Tuis 
improves the testing process, because the communication between the developer, the 
producer and the user of the experiment is efficient. The Innovation Centre is not only for 
experimental use, but has a showroom function as well. Potential customers are invited to 
see the new interesting products in action. 

Figure 1.1: A product ofVanderlande for testing in the Innovation Center 

The current way of loading and unloading baggage of the smaller airplanes is labour
intensive and working conditions are bad. To improve ergonomics and increase the 
handling capacity per employee an idea to automate the baggage handling process was bom 
R&D department of Vanderlande Industries: A BagTruck (baggage truck) . The current and 
the BagTruck way ofbaggage handling is explained in detail later. (Paragraph 2.I.I and 2.1.2) 

For the first application of the BagTruck idea VI has Amsterdam Airport Schiphol (AAS) in 
mind instead of the IC. When there is a pilot version of the Bag Truck working in 
Amsterdam and the users are satisfied, potential costumers can visit Amsterdam to see the 
BagTruck in action. Tuis is essential for the promotion of a new baggage handling principle. 

Figure 1.2: Vanderlande Industries in Veghel 

1 
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1.2. Project approach 

To develop a feasible BagTruck design that is supported by VI employees a methodic design 
process is carried out. The used design process is based on the standard VI R&D design 
process. This can be seen as a tool to structure complex design projects by dividing the 
overall project into the following parts: 

Problem analysis: clear specifications about the assignment and agreement about the 
requirements and pref erences. 

II Function analysis: generate a function tree in which all functions and sub-functions 
are displayed well-organized. 

111 Brainstorm: generate solutions for each sub-function and display them m a 
morphological chart. 

IV Converging phase: in this phase one concept is selected out of several possible 
solutions. Dependent on the number of possibilities, different tools are used. The 
first step is choosing design structures in the morphological chart by combining 
solutions (one for each sub-function). Toen the design structures are judged using 
the PNI-method (Positive, Negative, Interesting). The positive and interesting 
designs are tested against the requirements. These first 3 steps overlap sometimes. 
The last step to choose the most feasible concept is carried out by a decision analysis. 
Herein the concepts will be jugged by weighted criteria. If concepts are jugged 
almost equally, a risk analysis makes the final difference. 

V Development: working out the selected concept in more detail. 

VI Potential problem analysis: First define potential problems and judge their 
probability and their impact. Toen only for the likely problems with significant 
impact the possible causes are evaluated. Finally the preventive actions and actions to 
reduce the expected effects are defined. 

VII Cost price analysis: estimation of the cost prize of the BagTruck system. 

All of the above will be further clarified and described in more detail later in the report. 

A schematic time line of the entire project is displayed in Figure 1.3. The number of 
possible solutions for the BagTruck project is plotted vertically. At the start of every phase in 
this report this Figure is displayed to help to see the relevance of that particular part in the 
overall project. Since this is part is in the beginning of the project 'Start Project' is 
highlighted . 

.2l 
a. 

is--------++--.....,..------♦ 
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Figure 1.3: Time line of the BagTruck project 
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2. METHODIC DESIGN PROCESS 

2.1. Problem analysis 

~ ~ 
~g~~~~==.:......~----~-----
::, 0 z 0 
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2.1.1. Current baggage handling at Schiphol 

The baggage handling system on Amsterdam Airport Schiphol (AAS) is almost fully 
automated. The sorting systems used inside the terminals are more and more intelligent. 
(see Figure 2.1) The system displayed in the figure uses baggage carts on rails. These carts 
are actuated by electrical linear drives and can reach a speed of IO m/s. 

Figure 2 .1: Vanderlande baggage bandling systems are highly automated at AAS 

Despite the automated systems there are still a large number of employees required. At 
AAS over a 2000 workers are involved in the baggage process, &om check-in operators to 
handlers and maintenance crew. 
The connection between the airplanes and the automated systems in the terminal is less 
automated and appears outdated. This project concentrates on improving this connection. 
Airplanes are subdivided in 2 types; narrow body airplanes (NBs) like the Boeing 737 and 
wide body airplanes (WBs) like the Boeing 747. In Figure 2.2 the cross sections of a NB (a) 
and a WB (b) are displayed. Of all NBs handled at AAS, more than 75% is a Boeing 737 [1]. 
The dimensions of this &equently used airplane are displayed in App A1 

Cargo 

companment 

Figure 2 .2: a) Cross sections of a Narrow Body airplane (737) 
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The baggage handling of WBs is performed using special shaped cargo containers (Figure 
2.3a). These containers can easily be (un)loaded into (out of) a WB using special vehicles 
and equipment. In this case no baggage is lifted or touched by hand (un)loading the WB. In 
the terminal the containers are (un)loaded by hand. (Figure 2.3b) 

Figure 2.3: a) Cargo container used in WB airplanes b) Unloding the containers at the arrival terminal 

The smaller airplanes (NBs) cannot use this kind of containers, because the cargo 
compartments are too small for efficient use. The baggage for a departing NB is loaded onto 
baggage carts by hand in the departure terminal basement. To transport the baggage from 
the terminal to the airplane a train of these baggage carts is pulled by a special towing 
vehicle. (a "tractor"). See Figure 2.4. At AAS uses over a 1000 baggage carts. 

Figure 2-4= The bulk baggage handling process of a Narrow Body airplane 

To load the baggage into a narrow body, a mobile conveyor is positioned next to the plane 
with the high end of the conveyor against the cargo doorsill. The baggage is put onto the 
conveyor belt by hand. (Figure 2.4.) The baggage at the cargo doorsill is moved to the end of 
the cargo compartment by an operator. 
The procedure to unload a NB is the same, only in reverse order. Note that the arrival and 
the departure terminal are on different locations. 

4 
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In some of the narrow body airplanes a sliding carpet is installed to transport baggage from 
the end of the cargo compartment to the door opening and vise versa. (see Figure 2.5) This 
piece of equipment improves the ergonomics of the operator inside the cargo compartment. 
The disadvantage of this device is the fact that its weight is considerable. Since the sliding 
carpet is in the airplane during the flights, it causes extra fuel consumption. 

Figure 2.5: Sliding carpet in the cargo compartment of a Boeing 737-800 

Another instrument to improve the baggage process is the Ramp Snake. (Figure 2.6) It is 
developed and manufactured by FMC technologies in Orlando, USA. 

PART INSIDE 

CARGO 
COMPARTMENT 

SNAKE 

Figure 2.6: Ramp Snake 

The Ramp Snake vehicle is a mobile belt conveyor with a snake of little conveyors that is 
able to penetrate the cargo compartment and transports the baggage from the cargo room to 
the ground level of the 'apron'. An apron is the parking area for an airplane, where the gate 
is attached to the plane. For the layout of the apron see Appendix A3. If this Ramp Snake is 
well used the operator in the cargo compartment does not have to lift the baggage any more, 
only guide. See Figure 2.7. 

5 
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Figure 2.7: Snake in the cargo compartment of a narrow body airplane 

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol concluded at the end of the testing period that the Ramp 
Snake principle itself was satisfying, hut especially controls on the device were not reliable 
enough. In other words, the operators were happy to see that their work was less heavy, hut 
the delay of the departure of the NB caused by failure of the Ramp Snake retraction 
actuation was not appreciated by the airlines. This was the reason AAS stopped using the 
Ramp Snake. 

A similar device for transporting baggage in the cargo compartment is the Power Stow. The 
difference is that the snake of the Power Stow is build up out of conical rolls instead oflittle 
conveyors, see Figure 2.8. The Power Stow is attached under a conventional mobile belt 
conveyor. In this phase of the project AAS has no experience with the Power Stow yet. 
Details of the Ramp Snake and Power Stow are in App A3. 

Figure 2.8: Power Stow snake in cargo compartment (inlay: cross section of conical roll) 

Since the BagTruck will be used for handling NBs, the problem definition described in the 
next paragraph is reduced to the baggage handling process at the D-pier of AAS. This pier is 
particularly meant for NBs and has 35 narrow body aprons. 

6 
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2.1.2. Bag Truck baggage handling 

In the previous paragraph is indicated that the current link between the terminal and the 
narrow body airplanes is labour-intensive_ The ergonomically working conditions are poor, 
especially inside the cargo compartments where the ceilings are too low to stand upright. To 
protect the employees against these bad working conditions, the government institution 
which checks the ergonomie aspects (ARBO) will tighten the regulations in the future and 
demands actions from AAS. 
Another reason to improve the current process is that most low-cost airlines prefer quick 
transfer baggage handling to compete with other airlines. The handling of narrow bodies 
has become time critica! considering turn-around times. The low-cost airlines have 
currently a turn-around time of 30 min [1] 
Nowadays the terrorism threat to the Dutch society is stronger then before September 11, 

2001. This requires security improvement, especially at airports. The baggage being 
handled by multiple workforce is a considerable leak in the security. By minimizing the 
number of employees per handled piece ofbaggage, the risks are reduced. 
The last issue that is aimed for is the rough baggage handling by employees. Baggage is 
often damaged due to falling onto the floor. Baggage falling out of carts next to the sideways 
is damaged as well. These abandoned bags on the sideways possibly miss their flights . 

Vanderlande Industries looked for an alternative for the current baggage handling of 
narrow body airplanes, which improves all of the disadvantages mentioned in the above. 
The following BagTruck principle is the solution according VI. For this novel way of 
baggage handling VI has requested a patent in March 2005. This will be published in 
September 2006. Classes relevant for the BagTruck are; B64F(1/32) and B65G(67). 

The functions of the former baggage carts and the mobile belt conveyor are combined in 
one baggage truck. This "BagTruck" accumulates baggage in a Swap Body (SB). See Figure 
2.9. Since NBs have two cargo compartments (see App A2), at the front and at the back, 
there are two BagTrucks required for handling one NB. 

Unload Narrow Body Airplane 
atApron X 

6' 
BagTruck 

Figure 2.9: Unlaod the baggage of a Narrow Body airplane into a Swap Body 

7 
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When a cargo room is unloaded, the BagTruck transports the loaded SB to the arrival 
terminal_ The BagTruck leaves the SB at an arrival terminal doek, where the SB unloads 
itself See Figure 2_10_ 

Unload Swap Body 
at Arrlval Terminal 

Interface 1 

Figure 2 .10: a) Unload baggage at the arrival terminal (schematic) b) (Un)loading Swap Bodie in practice 

The actions required for loading a NB are likewise, for a graphical representation of the 
total baggage handling cycle see App A4 

The advantages of the BagTruck are evident: 

• Cost reduction: 
□ Reduced medical expenses; improved ergonornics will decrease the probability 

of disablement 
□ Reduced required number of handlers per NB 
□ Reduced required number ofhandlers in the terminals 
□ Reduced baggage handling times; employees are able to handle more NBs in 

the same amount of time 

• Improved service: 
□ Reduced number oflost and damage baggage 
□ Optimal baggage tracking 
□ The Swap Body can serve as early baggage storage 
□ Improved security due to minimum operator intervention and enclosed Swap 

Body 
□ Reduced baggage handling times; baggage is quicker available for reclaim 

Despite the fact that this concept has many advantages a disadvantage is that the terminals 
are not yet compatible for this way of baggage handling. The adjustrnents to the 
infrastructure and the logistic management are major_ Although the BagTruck idea is over 
10 years old, VI is confident to push this new principle onto the market, because it has the 
potential to reduce the baggage handling costs and reduce cycle times [VI systems group 
employee]. 

The main target markets are airports with a substantial percentage of narrow bodies. 
Looking at the world airline fleet, Europe and USA are most important with a total number 
of 5000 NBs with more than 70 seats. Customers will be handling agents contracted by the 
most of the airlines to handle the baggage at an airport. Handling agents are large 
companies operating on several airports worldwide. Some airlines and airports have formed 
a handling agent under their own name like KLM. [3] 

8 
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The last two designs of the BagTruck within VI are made by Oosterhuis and Van Ginneken. 
(respectively Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12) Both of the concepts use a Swap Body with 11 

conveyors to transport and store the baggage on. Each of those conveyors is mounted in a 
sub-construction called a 'lane'. All lanes can shift like a sliding puzzle to transport the lane 
to the (un)loading position (E). See Figure 2.13: Earlier BagTruck designs use the sliding 
puzzle principle to shift the conveyors in the Swap Body. An interface is required to 
transport the baggage automatically between the cargo compartrnent and the Swap Body. 
The BagTruck of Oosterhuis (Figure 2.11) uses an extendable conveyor (Caljan) in the 
interface and Van Ginneken (Figure 2.11) uses a Ramp Snake. Both designs have cabin 
space to store odd-size baggage in. More details of these concepts can be found in App A5. 

Figure 2 .11 : Oosterhuis design Figure 2 .12: Ginneken design 

E 
E 

Figure 2 .13: Earlier BagTruck designs use the sliding puzzle principle to shift the conveyors in the Swap Body 

The main reason VI thinks these concepts are not feasible is that the constructions to make 
this puzzle principle operational and reliable are too costly. 
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2.1.3. Problem definition 

All designed Bag Truck concepts in earlier investigations are very complex. Much of the 
automation constructions are located in the Swap Body. These shifting and lifting 
constructions in particular are not feasible according to Vl. The fact that D-pier of AAS 
would require more Swap Bodies than BagTrucks, increases the need to improve the 
BagTruck design. 
The problem is to find a feasible BagTruck concept that is less complex and more robust 
than previous designs and which will be supported by Vanderlande Industries 

2.1.4. Assignment 

The following assignment can be seen as a commitrnent between Vanderlande Industries, 
Eindhoven University ofTechnology and the author of this BagTruck report: 

Design an automated swap body including interfaces for loading and unloading baggage of 
narrow body airplanes. This swap body must fit on a BagTruck for transportation between 
the narrow body airplane and the terminal. The interface to laad and unload the airplane 
will be on/at the BagTruck and the interface to laad and unload the swap body at the 
terminal can stay in the terminal. The design must be feasible according to Vanderlande 
Industries standards and applicable at the D-pier of Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. To 
ensure and monitor the feasibility of the BagTruck in this project, commitrnent by VI 
employees is a very important issue. 
The following aspects will be considered in the design and development process: 

■ 

■ 

■ 

Complexity of peripheral equipment versus complexity of the swap body. 
Ergonomics. 
Tum-around times. 

■ Reliability. 
Casts. 
Baggage damage. 

■ 

■ 

■ Effective use of the space in the swap body. 
■ Security and safety of the baggage in the swap body. 

2.1.5. Deliverables 

1. Consolidated User requirement specification. (URS) 
2. Project approach. 
3. Function analysis. (Function tree) 
4. Morphological chart. 
5. Concept. 

□ Motivation. (Decision analysis) 
□ Potential Problem Analysis. 
□ Drawings. 

6. Cost price estimation. 
7. Recommendations for further development. 

The feasible concept will be further developed and designed in Solid Works. (3D CAD 
software) The level of detail in this 3D model depends on the complexity of the component. 
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2.1.6. Objective 

When airports start using BagTrucks, adjustments and expansions have to be made to the 
current baggage systems at airports. Moreover, the logistic management and/or logistic 
software have to be modified. These adaptations will be interesting for Vanderlande 
Industries. Another objective is to maintain the leading position of VI in baggage handling 
technology. 
For AAS the main objectives are to save expensive labour, improve ergonomics for their 
employees and to reduce the cycle time. 
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2.2. User Requirement Specification 

2.2.1. lntroduction 

The User Requirements Specification (URS) in general is an essential' document which 
outlines precisely what the user (or customer) is expecting from a system. 1t is produced by 
the sales department in cooperation with the R&D. The URS can be seen as a contract 
between the user and the developer which documents the requirements, preferences and 
the boundary conditions of a system. Usually the requirements are filed in order of priority. 
All requirements should satisfy the NORMV condition. NORMV is an abbreviation for the 
Dutch translations of the following conditions. 

■ Non-negotiatable 
■ Realistic 
■ Measurable 
■ Obligatory 

The requirements that cannot be measured are considered to be preferences. Por the 
BagTruck project the URS is created in several meetings. One person from the sales 
department, one project process specialist and two persons with technical backgrounds 
participated the meeting. In the following paragraphs the outcome of the URS meeting is 
displayed. 

2.2.2. Requirements 

1. Statie capacity must be at least 100 pieces ofbaggage, defined as 'BAX'. 
2. Baggage dimensions must be smaller than 1.00 m x 0.75 m x 0.60 m (1 x w x h) to 

fit in the Swap Body. 1 + w + h of a BAX must be less than 1.8 m 
3. The weight of one BAX is maximum 60 kg and minimum 0 .5 kg. 
4. Dynamic capacity: 

□ Loading or unloading a narrow body airplane in u minutes at most. 
□ Loading or unloading the swap body at the terminal in 6 minutes at most. 

5. lt must be possible to detach the swap body and leave it at the terminal. The swap 
body must be able to load or unload independently at the terminal. (without a 
BagTruck) 

6. Personnel: 
□ Loading and unloading a narrow body; 1 person in the cargo compartment and 

1 person checking the baggage for odd-size and transfer baggage. The latter 
must be able to read the labels of all baggage. 

□ Transport the baggage between the airplanes and the terminals; 1 person as 
chauffeur. 

□ Loading and unloading at the terminal; 1 person to check on jams. (in start 
phase, later there will be cameras instead) 

7. Maximum dimensions: 
□ BagTruck including swap body and interface; 10 m x 2.55 m x 3.8 m (1 x w x h) 
□ Terminal interface; 5m x 3m x 4m (1 x w x h) 

8. The BagTruck must be able to handle cargo door sill heights from 1,27 m (Boeing 
737-300) to 2,77 m (Boeing 757-200) 

9. The swap body must be lockable for protection against the weather and theft. 

1 Poor requirements waste money. lt takes more effort to correct errors discovered in the maintenance phase than it does to 
correct the same errors if they are discovered in the requirements phase of a project 
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2.2.3. Pref eren ces 

1. Automated baggage transport in the cargo compartment. 
2. Low cost prize. 
3. Weight: 

□ Swap body at most 5.000 kg 
□ BagTruck including interface at most 7.000 kg 

4. Swap body, BagTruck and interfaces should have al life span of at least 10 years. 
5. High availability 
6. High reliability 
7. Easy to maintain. 
8. Space for odd-size baggage storage. 
9. FIFO for baggage 
10. Since 89% of the narrow bodies at AAS have cargo door clearances lower than 1.8m, 

these heights should be the easiest handling. [1] 
11. Complexity rather in the interfaces than in the swap body. 
12. Presorted storage of the transfer baggage. 

2.2.4. Boundary conditions 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

The baggage dimensions are on average o.6om x 0.40m x 0.25m (1 x w x h). 
The average weight is 20kg/BAX, 
The Swap Body is able to receive electricity from the terminal 
The terminal interface receives/delivers the baggage from/to the terminal conveyor 
that is 80 cm above the terminal floor and 5 m from the Swap Body back side. 
The swap body is lockable to protect it against baggage theft. Besides that there is 
less possibilities for terrorists to hide their explosives and less opportunities for 
smugglers to hide their drugs. The degree of sealing is a matter of secondary 
importance. 
The cost prize is very dependent of the size of production. 
It is forbidden for apron vehicles to approach the airplane in reverse. 
In case of unloading of a NB, the cargo compartment at the back must be handled 
first to prevent the plane from tilting. 
Max 5% of the baggage is odd-size. 
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2.3. Function analysis 

2.3.1. lntroduction 

BagTruck - Methodic Design Process - Function analysis 
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Oecisionmaking 
analysis 

Oefelopmenl 
Final concept 

Time 

In order to improve the BagTruck design, the entire BagTruck principle has to be evaluated, 
so all of its functions are taken into account. Most functions can be described by a verb 
followed by a noun. For example: 'Open Swap Body'. These functions differ in complexity. 
Those being too difficult to solve at once, are divided in sub-functions. If necessary, these 
sub-functions again can be split up into smaller sub-functions as well. 
The functions are organized in a function tree that is generated in a group meeting. Tuis 
meeting was separated in two parts. In the first part all functions are defined and written 
down on post-its. In the second part all these function are organized by sticking the post-its 
onto the white board in a particular tree configuration. At the left is started with the main 
function. In case of the BagTruck the main function is: Handle baggage of Narrow Body 
airplanes at D-pier of AAS. Matching sub-functions are put right next to the main function. 
In this way all post-its are discussed and sticked onto the white board. (Figure 2.14) The 
result is a function tree. A useful tool to distinguish the main functions from their sub
functions is to ask the questions 'How?' and 'Why?' The main function should be the 
answer to the question Why "sub-function" and the sub-function should be the answer to 
the question How "main function". 

Figure 2.14: Result of the function tree meeting 
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2.3.2. Main functions BagTruck project 

The shape of the function tree of the BagTruck is displayed in Figure 2.15a. The first order 
sub-functions are magnified in Figure 2.15b so that the functions are readable. The entire 
readable tree can be found in App A6. 

◄ 
Why 

Handle baggage of 
N.,._ Body..,._ 

111 D-perclSchlpllol 

How 

Un- Narrow Body 

Tranaport Swap Body ll'om?Apron to A-Twm. 

Un- Swap Body al A•T-. 

Loed Swap llody lll D-T..., 

Transport Swap llody trom O.T-. ID Aplan 

l.oad Na- Body 

Tr-i,ort Swap llody trom 
~--lloclytoAITMngNam,wllody 

,_.._.......,_.TIMIII 
Protacta...,...,1natT......_ 

Prolect ...... tromWaelller......_ 

Figure 2.15= a) Total function tree b) Enlargement of all the first order sub-functions 
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2.3.3. Result of the first sub-function 

As an example the result of the first function is displayed below. (Figure 2.16) The main 
function is divided into second and third order sub-functions. 

Why 

H andlt baggage of 
Narrow Body alrplanH 

al D-plt r of SChlphol 

NB= Narrow Body Alrplane 
SB = Swap Body 

Unload 
Narrow 
Body 

AAS= Amsterdam Airport Schiphol 
A-Term . ■ Arrival Terminal 
0-Term = Oeparture Terminal 

BT = BagTruck 
B ■ Baggage 

How 

} P,epa,e 

Figure 2.16: Enlargement of the sub division of the first order sub-function 
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2.4. Brainstorm 
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2.4.1. lntroduction 

As a result of the function analysis the entire problem can be solved by working out all 
smaller sub-functions. Some sub-functions are identical hut have only other main functions 
for that reason only the unique sub-functions appear in the morphological chart. (These 
functions are colored black in the function tree, App A6) 

2.4.2. Morphological chart 

A morphological chart is a representation of potential solutions in a well-organized way. 
The first column in a morphological chart holds the functions to solve. The possible 
solutions for each function are placed horizontally next to the function black. Creating this 
morphological chart is preformed in several brainstorm sessions with the project group. 
In case of the morphological chart of the BagTruck, the functions are sorted by complexity, 
the most challenging functions (red in App. A6) at the top, the relatively simple functions 
(black in App. A6) at the bottom. 
Even though all functions have to be fulfilled eventually, the brainstorm meetings especially 
concentrate on the functions I till 8 (colored red). The solutions for the low-priority 
functions do not require group discussion. 

A part of the morphological chart is enlarged and displayed below (Figure 2.17). The 
complete one can be found in App A7 
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Figure 2 .IT Morphological chart of the BagTruck 
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2.5. Converging phase 

2.5.1. Selection of Design Structures 

Oecisionmak.ing 
an111lysitl 

1 
Defelopment 
Fina1C0flcepl 

Time r=-!---, 
----4~ 

In the morphological chart (App A7), all 35 sub-functions have at least I solution. To work 
out a total solution for the BagTruck design one solution each row must be selected. The 
combination of these selections is called a 'design structure'. In theory there are over I x 
10

18 different design structures possible in the morphological chart of the BagTruck. 
Therefore only the most feasible appearing design structures are selected and shown in 
Figure 2.18. 

BagTruck including 
Truck Interface and Swap Body Terminal Interface and Swap Body 

Figure 2.18a: BagTruck design structures 
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BagTruck including 
Truck Interface and Swap Body Terminal Interface and Swap Body 

Figure 2.18b: BagTruck design structures 
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The design structures shown in the above (Figure 2.18) are selected using the standard 
method; selecting one solution in each row of the morphological chart. For most problems 
in the R&D environment ofVanderlande Industries is finding design structures this way is 
sufficient, hut due to the size and complexity of the BagTruck project, a more systematic 
method is required. The aim of this alternative method is to create a well-organized 
overview to make the interdependence between the key components more obvious. The 
three key components are; the truck interface for (un)loading the NB, the swap body and 
the terminal interface. Each swap body type requires matching interfaces. The result of this 
alternative method is the diagram depicted in Figure 2.19. 

TRUCK-INTERFACE TERMINAL-INTERFACE 
x-coörd1 naat· 

N X X X N X X X 

X N X 2 X X X 

X N N X 3 X N X X 

X N N X 4 X N X X 

X X X p p 

X X X N 

X X X N N 

X N N X X 

X X X N p 

X N N X 10 X N X X 

11 X X X N 11 X X N N 

Figure 2 .19: Design structure diagram used to judge all interesting combinations 

p N X 
. No movement 

Positive Negalive lnterestmg (required) 
Interface does Total Concept Total 

not match (Truck Int. Terminal Concept 
Swap Body Int. Combination) Number 

Figure 2 .20: Legend 

The different types of interfaces are arranged vertically and the Swap Body alternatives are 
displayed horizontally. Each cell represents a combination of a SB and an interface principle, 
hut not all combinations are possible. The X-signs stand for impossible combinations; the 
possible movements of the interface do not mach the movement requirements of the SB. 
To create a design structure one combination in the left part is selected and one in the right 
part, because the left columns represent the truck interface and the right ones the terminal 
interface. Both are required to have a complete design structure. 
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2.5.2. PNI 

In the diagram displayed in Figure 2.19 is derived from an iterative group process. But in 
the end all possible combinations (colored orange or green in Figure 2.19) are discussed 
and judged Positive (P), Negative (N) or Interesting (1). In this iterative process, some 
investigations and interviews were necessary to find the arguments for deciding. 
The most important arguments are the following: 

• Design structures using Swap body 1 (Column I and 5) are dropped, because of the 
insufficient statie capacity. 

• Swap body 3 (Column 3 and 7) is judged negative, because there is no obvious 
advantage compared with Swap body 2. On top of that Swap Body conveyors with a 
gradient are not desired, especially in spaces where baggage cannot easily reached 
by the operator. 

• Swap body 2 (Column 2 and 6) is more complex (read expensive) than Number 4. 
Since there are more swap bodies required than interfaces, this is considered 
negative. 

• Interface principles 3, 4 and 7 use a snake (like Ramp Snake or Power Stow ). It is 
not feasible to use (apart of) the same snake that is used for baggage transportation 
in the cargo compartrnent of the narrow body airplane. The Snake extension and 
retraction would be highly complex since all storage lanes in the swap body have to 
be reached by the interface. Unlike a conventional conveyor, a snake has gaps 
between the snake modules. These increase the risk of baggage falling out of the 
inter face or getting stuck. 

• Principles number 8 and 9 of the interfaces are to space consuming to be applicable 
in the truck interface. 

• 10 and II of the interfaces are not suitable, because there is too little space at the 
apron at the D-Pier of A.A.S. 

2.5.3. Conclusion 

Out of the I x 10
18 combinations in the morphological chart 121 possible design structures 

are judged. After this discussion 5 total concepts are considered most feasible. (Concept 
1,5,6,8 and 9) These are judged in a decision analysis in Paragraph 2.6 . Design structure 1 
is selected even though Swap body number 2 (Column 2 and 6) is judged negative; the total 
concept including interfaces could be interesting. Therefore the most feasible concept using 
this type of swap body is selected to confirm the negative suspicion. 
The concepts names are a result of historica! factors and since this report is only a summary 
of the total design process they may seem unusual. Next to the five created concepts, one 
existing concept is reviewed in the decision analysis. Tuis concept is designed by T.A. v 
Ginneken (App. A5) and named Concept II. 
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2.6. Decision analysis 
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2.6.1. lntroduction 

In the decision analysis different concepts are judged using the weighted criteria method 
and a risk analysis_ In a weighted criteria method the concepts are judged regarding one 
aspect at the time. On top of that the relevance of the aspects to the total concept is taken in 
to account. This is performed by weighing the preferences_ When the scores of the best 
concepts are close to each other a risk analysis is performed to make the final difference_ 
These two routines are carried out in a group meeting_ 
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2.6.2. Weighted criteria 

The used preferences in the weighted criteria method are based on the preferences in the 
URS. Preferences that are equally fulfilled in each concept are left out. 

Total N 

Sc<No 
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Pr.r.rences~~- ~ 
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Figure 2.21: a) Weights of the preferences 
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Fora larger print of the total scheme of Figure 2.21 see Appendix A8. 
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b) Total scores 

In Figure 2.21a the weights of the preferences are displayed. It shows that availability and 
reliability are very important and have the highest weight. The total cost prize is split up 
over the three main components of the BagTruck project; the truck interface, the swap body 
and the terminal interface. The ratio between these three is based on the fact that there are 
more swap bodies needed in the handling process than interfaces. Finally, the 
maintainability, space for odd-size storage and dynamic capacity have relatively less 
importance. Tuis weighing is performed in a group meeting. 

In Figure 2.21b the final results of the weighted criteria analysis is displayed. Concepts 5 
and 6 have the highest total score, but the difference is insignificant. To decide which of the 
two altematives is the best, they are analyzed in the risk analysis. 
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2.6.3. Risk analysis 

In the risk analysis the concepts studied for potential problems. Since the target is to make 
a well-considered decision, the risks should be distinguishing. 

Conce t 5 

lf the truck interface gets too large, 
there too little space on the truck for 

engine and cabine 
dynamic capacity requirement is not 

fulfilled 

lf the truck interface is too large, the re 
too little s ace left for snake 

lf heavy masses have to be actuated, 
this is too ener consumin 

lf the re is too much wind, the Bag Truck 
ets instable 

Figure 2 .22: Risks for concepts 5 and 6 

In Figure 2.22 is shown that Concept 5 is less risky than Concept 6. Some risks mentioned 
in the meeting were equally present in both concepts and not useful for decision making. 
These risks are noted for the PPA phase later in the project (Chapter 6) 

2.6.4. Conclusion 

Concept 5 is selected as a feasible solution for the BagTruck assignment. The model is 
further developed and specified by providing solutions for the most problematic 
components of the truck interface, swap body and terminal interface. See Chapter 3. The 
truck and its interface will be split up into 3 modules that will be developed by different 
companies. The truck module consisting of a.o. the chassis, the engine and the cabin will be 
developed by Terberg, the Ramps Snake module by FMC and the rest by Vanderlande 
Industries. Concept 5 is depicted in Figure 2.23. 

Figure 2 .23: BagTruck Concept 5 handling a NB at the apron Inlay: Terminal interface 
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3. DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT 5 

3.1. lntroduction 

Dec:iaion maliiog 
analysis 

Although the concept is chosen, many components have to be developed in more detail to 
prove the feasibility. In this chapter the development of the three key components of 
concept 5 is described; the truck interface, the terminal interface and the Swap Body. The 
development of the truck interface is considered to be the most challenging, because the 
interface components must be designed compactly to save space for components like Ramp 
Snake, engine, cabin, operator space, etc. These components are not required in the 
terminal interface so there is more space available for constructions. 

In order to obtain results in time, the development of the components is performed with 
less teamwork than the concept choice phase. In the development process tools as 
morphological charts and PNI are used. Few steps of the methodical design process are 
skipped, because the design process should not consume more time than problem itself. In 
other words, problems that can be overseen and have a small number of solutions require 
little methodic process. A problem need full process when it has so many different aspects 
that keeping the complete problem in mind becomes beyond the reach of the engineer. 

3.2. Truck Interface baggage process 

To refine the Truck interface the main target is to make the baggage process as reliable as 
possible. This baggage process is principally influenced by three items; the conveyor 
changeovers, the accessibility for the operator and the side guides. 
Two baggage flows can be distinguished in the truck interface, odd-size and regular-size. 
The amount of odd-size baggage is 5%. Since the BagTruck must be able to load and unload 
a Narrow Body, both baggage flows have two directions, see Figure 3-1. This is unique for VI 
baggage systems. 

' ' 

' 

Narrow 
Body 

Airplane 

1------------------

Regular-Size 
Baggage 

flow (95%) 

Odd-Size 
Baggage 
flow(5%) 

Top View 

Bagîruck 

Figure 3-1: Baggage flow in the truck interface (top view) 

With the baggage flows in mind the conveyor changeovers are developed as indicated in 
Figure 3.3. In this development phase decisions are made using the schematic diagrams 
shown in App A9. 
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Undeveloped Concept 5 

Figure 3.2: Concept 5 before development without smooth changeovers 

Developed Concept 5 

Figure 3-3: Concept 5 after development with smooth changeovers 

The conveyor changeovers must be smooth to avoid baggage jams. Although baggage jams 
can be fixed rather quickly by the operator, they influence the cycle time directly. They also 
increase the damage caused to the system and the baggage itself. Compared with the 
original Concept 5, an entrance conveyor and a frame conveyor are introduced to smoothen 
the changeovers and reduce orientation changes. 
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Before After 

Side view 

2 changeovers 
at once 

Figure 3+ a) Changeover before development 

2 changeovers 
in 2 steps 

b) Changeovers after development 

In Figure 3.4, the entrance conveyor subdivides the original 3D changeover (Figure 3.4) into 
two 2D changeovers (Figure 3.4). Because the entrance conveyor always is parallel with the 
SB conveyors, it avoids that the height critical baggage get stuck loading the lower conveyors 
in the SB, see Figure 3.5 [1]. 

jamming 

Figure 3.5: Baggage jamming due to missing entrance conveyor (1) 

>8oomm 

Figure 3.6: 800mm entrance conveyor creates a smooth entrance for the baggage (1) 
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After 

Figure 3.7: Frame conveyor side view 

In Figure 3.7 the frame conveyor subdivides the possible gradient change of 44 degrees in 
the original concept into two 22 degrees gradient changes. The height of this frame 
conveyer is chosen such that the gradient of the interface conveyor is equal for loading the 
lower conveyors in the Swap Body and for loading the upper conveyors. 

Before After 

Figure 3.8: Frame conveyor top view 

The top view of the frame conveyor in Figure 3.8 indicates that the gap between the 
interface conveyor and boom conveyor in the original concept 5 is split up in two smaller 
gaps by moving the frame conveyor in the horizontal plane with half the angle of the 
interface conveyor. Due to the smaller gaps the risk of baggage getting stuck between the 
two conveyors is reduced. 
The black arrows show the baggage flow. The flow using the frame conveyor is smoother 
than the one without. 
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----. ... ______ _ 
Cargo doorsill Tongue 

Figure 3.9: Side view boom tip 

Boom 

conveyor 

drive 

The boom tip conveyor has an end pulley with a small diameter, a 'knife end'. This makes it 
possible to receive the baggage from the Ramp Snake, see Figure 3.9. Although this 
changeover is the not ideal when the baggage flow is in that direction, it is considered to be 
sufficient. In practice the Ramp Snake uses the same principle see Figure 3.10. 

Figure po: Changeover in the conventional Ramp Snake 

Improving this changeover is would be wise but out of the project boundaries. The boom 
tip conveyor must be kept horizontal to prevent baggage jams as indicated in Figure 3.11 [1] 
between the cargo door and the boom conveyor. 

Figure 3-11: Baggage jamming between conveyor and cargo door 
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It is required (see URS) that an operator can manually handle odd size baggage somewhere 
in the truck interface. Operator Stand A and B in Figure 3.12 are reserved for the operator. 
Tuis zone is at the right side of the conveyors. When baggage falls off at the left side of the 
conveyors the operator cannot reach this baggage to put it back on the conveyors. Therefore 
the entire left side of the conveyors must have side guides to avoid baggage falling off. The 
right side of the conveyors has only partly side guides. 

RIGHTside 

Operator Stand B 

LEFTside 

Figure 3.12: Top view of the truck interface 

The right side guide of the boom is missing because odd-size baggage might be broader 
than 80 cm and would not fit between the two guides. Another reason not to install a side 
guide at the right side of the boom is to increase the visual area of the operator. In order to 
make the separation of odd size baggage as easy as possible for the operator at stand A, the 
operator should not have to lift baggage over a side guide. Tuis is the reason the frame 
conveyor and the first part of the interface conveyor has no side guide at the right side. 
Schemes used for side guid develop process are displayed in App A10. 
As indicated in the URS, it is preferred to have the possibility to store the odd-size baggage 
on or in the BagTruck. The average number of odd-size baggage is five. [1] When the 
BagTruck transports the Swap Body the entrance conveyor is positioned in the lower-middle 
position. Tuis configuration allows the operator to put the odd-size baggage on the interface 
conveyor or at the right side of it. 
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3.3. Truck interface Constructions 

Since the conveyor configuration including side guides is consolidated in the previous 
paragraph (3.2), the technica! designs are worked out in more detail for most problematic 
constructions. The decisions are made using schematic figures; these are displayed in App 
An. 

3.3.1. The entrance conveyor 

The vertical movement of the interface conveyor forced by actuation of the entrance 
conveyor. This is performed by movement of the Part 1 in the Y-direction in the Figure 3.13. 
This part is guided in a frame. Such a lifting construction can be copied from the 
Vanderlande triple vertisorter. This is proven technology. An advantage of the fact that the 
entrance conveyor is the master and the interface conveyor is the slave is that the actuation 
is close to the location where precision is required. 

1 Y-actuation Frame 
1 

1 1 

---------------· 

Figure p3: Side view of the entrance conveyor actuation construction (Four positions) 

Since the tuming axis of the interface conveyor is a fixed one, the path of the entrance 
conveyor tip is an are, see Figure 3-13. The rolls to fill up the gaps (explained on the next 
page) have to follow the same path. An extra construction (Part 2) is installed that is free to 
move in the Z-direction, hut it is fixed to Part I in the Y-direction. The rolls and the X 
actuation of the entrance conveyor are mounted onto part 2. This way only two sets of rolls 
are required to handle all four conveyor levels of the Swap Body. 
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Figure p4: Top view of the entrance actuation construction (fhree positions) 

The X actuation is performed by an electrical drive that has a vertical orientation and is fixed 
to the entrance conveyor. See Figure 3-14. This conveyor is supported and kept horizontal by 
two are shaped guides, green in Figure 3-14. 
The red conical rolls in Figure 3-14 and mentioned before are to avoid baggage jams. Small 
baggage can fall easily into the gap that is maximum 16 cm. The rolls are driven by two 
drives, one on each side. If straps get entangled between the rolls, a metal sheet can fill up 
the small gaps between the rolls. 
Side guide Ris fixed to Part 2. The dark purple side is attached to the entrance conveyor. To 
prevent straps getting stuck between the purple and the brown side guide, side guide I is 
mounted to the side guide of the entrance conveyor. Tuis guide is pushed against the brown 
guide to ensure there is no play between the two. 
When the entrance conveyor is lifted, the guides of the Swap Body and the guides of the 
interface have to be able to slide next to each other. 
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3.3.2. The frame 

Top View 

Hinge 1 Hinge 2 

Figure 3-15: Double hinge principle 

The challenge in the frame construction is to create a dual hinge and reserve enough space 
to make the boom retraction possible. First the hinge principle is selected, see Figure 3-15-
Using this principle the gaps between the conveyors are equal as preferred_ 

The main advantage of this principle is that the interface conveyor is hinged and supported 
directly by the frame. In case of most other solutions the interface conveyor (green in 
Figure 3-15) was attached to the frame conveyor (white)- Connecting the interface conveyor 
to the frame improves the stability of the dual hinge construction_ 

Right Middle Left 

Figure 3.16: Three configurations of the frame hinge. First row; top view. Second row; side view 

In Figure 3-16 three situations are depicted in three columns; handling the right, middle 
and left side of the Swap Body_ In the first row the two hinges are visible that ensures equal 
gaps. In the second row the locations of the supports can be seen. The construction of 
Hinge 2 saves space for the boom retraction. The retraction is explained later in Paragraph 
3.3.3. For this boom retraction the frame conveyor have to be able to hinge vertically as well. 
See Figure 3-17. 
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Figure 3.17= Hinge frame conveyor to create space for boom retraction 

Side guide B in Figure 3-16 has to fi.11 up the gap between the two side guides. Tuis gap is 
similar to the one on the entrance conveyor when the conveyors in the middle of the Swap 
Body are loaded, because then the conveyors only hinge vertically. When the conveyors at 
the side of the Swap Body are loaded, the gap has a more complicated shape_ To make sure 
side guide B has a closed connection to the guide of the interface conveyor, it must be 
flexible to avoid a gap as indicated in Figure 3-18. 

Figure p8: Gap in side guide when Part B is not flexible 
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3.3.3. The boom 

The link between the truck and the cargo room is called the boom. It must be able to 
connect to Narrow Body airplanes with cargo doorsills heights between 1.27 mand 2.77 m. 
With a max gradient of 22 degrees and a fixed frame conveyor height, the boom length is 
quite long; over 3 m . The boom has to be retracted before the BagTruck transports the Swap 
Body to the terminal, because the maximum length of the vehicle is restricted to IO m. 
The boom consists of three conveyors, the boom tip conveyor, the Ramp Snake actuation 
conveyor and the boom conveyor. As explained in the baggage process Paragraph 3.2, the 
boom tip conveyor is the link between the Ramp Snake and the boom conveyor .The boom 
conveyor and the Ramp Snake actuation conveyor are mounted parallel to each other. The 
space between these two must be high enough that Ramp Snake modules can fit between 
them. 
These three conveyors as a whole can be retracted into the truck as depicted in Figure 3-19. 

Figure 3,19: Boom retracted position 

Before the actual boom retraction the following actions are necessary: 

1. Retract the Ramp Snake 
2. Lift the boom tip off the cargo doorsill so that there is no contact anymore. 
3. Back up BagTruck so that the boom can move up without crashing the plane. 
4. Actuate boom upwards to align it with the Ramp Snake guide in the truck interface. 
5. Position frame conveyor in its upper position. 
6. Fold side guide of the boom onto the boom conveyor. 
7. Retract the boom construction into the truck interface. 
8. When the retraction is 50% the actuation frame moves down till it is almost vertical. 
9. Fold down the boom tip tongue. 

To push out the boom these steps are followed in reverse order. 
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The boom is supported by an actuation frame (orange in Figure 3-19)- This frame moves the 
boom such that the boom tip meets the required height In order to improve the stability of 
the boom tip and the entire BagTruck, the front of the BagTruck is supported on the apron 
floor using the purple supporting mechanism. The contact with the floor is performed by 
stiff wheels, because the BagTruck must be able to move backward when the front of the 
BagTruck is still supported. (step 3 of boom retraction actions on the previous page) 

Since the operator can only reach the cargo compartrnent using the boom conveyor, a 
railing must be available. A railing like the conventional mobile belt conveyor as depicted in 
Figure 3.20 is suitable. 

Figure 3.20: Collapsible railing on conventional mobile belt conveyor 
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3.3.4. The Ramp Snake 

For the baggage transportation in the cargo compartrnent a Ramp Snake is used rather than 
the Power Stow_ Although transportation in the cargo compartrnent is no more than a 
preference in this project, it is essential for ergonomie improvements_ In this phase of the 
BagTruck project no evident information is available on which principle (Ramp Snake or 
Power Stow) the baggage process is the best. The Ramp Snake is selected for the BagTruck, 
because AAS has experience with it and VI has already contact with FMC, the manufacturer 
of the Ramps Snake_ For the storage of the Ramp Snake modules, the following 
configuration is applied_ (Figure 3_21) 

Figure 3-21: Side view of Ramp Snake configuration on BagTruck 

The maximum length of the Ramp Snake (including Ramp Snake tip) in this configuration 
depends on the truck length_ Even when the total Snake length is a little more than IO m, 
the length available for transportation in the cargo compartrnent is shorter. To maximize 
this useful length the actuation for the Snake retraction must be close to the boom tip_ As 
mentioned before the actuation is a conveyor. The actuation conveyor including guide used 
in the existing Ramp Snake vehicle is shown in Figure 3.22. 

Figure 3.22: Extension and retraction drive of the conventional RS 

The available length in the cargo compartrnent depends on the minimum number of Ramp 
Snake modules that must have contact with the actuation conveyor. In other words the 
friction between the belt and the remaining modules have to be greater than the roll friction 
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between the snake modules in the airplane and the cargo floor_ Because the current Ramp 
Snake a total length of 952 cm, the 10 mof the Ramp Snake in the BagTruck is sufficient 

Ramp Snake Tip 

Figure 3.2r a) Ramp Snake tip b) Ramp Snake tongue c) Power Stow tip and tongue 

The Ramp Snake Tip of the existing Ramp Snake (Figure 3.23a) is bigger than the one of 
the Power Stow (Figure 3.23c) and would cause problems for the boom retraction. On top of 
that the Power Stow uses a simple flexible part (tongue) to absorb the cargo doorsill height 
fluctuations caused by the weight change of the NB (maximum 20 cm). The Ramp Snake 
on the other hand uses a flexible tongue for sensing the differences in height and a control 
mechanism actuates the boom for sill height compensation. Tuis is more complex and less 
reliable. For these reasons the Power Stow tip is used on the BagTruck 
When the Ramp Snake module of the BagTruck is made by FMC, an agreement have to be 
established to specify the modifications that the BagTruck Ramp Snake requires. 

3.3.5. The truck 

The remaining group of components of the BagTruck will be developed by Terberg. In 
Figure 3.24 suggestions are displayed where to locate the cabin and the engine including 
transmission. The operator in cabin has to have a clear view in traffic situations. For this 
reason the cabin is placed in a high position. Besides a clear view there is more space 
available for Terberg components under the cabin. 

Figure 3.24: Terberg is in charge for all non-transparent items 
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3.4. Terminal Interface 

The baggage process is studied in detail in the design process of the truck interface and is 
assumed to be sufficient for application in the terminals_ Three main differences between 
the truck and the terminal interface are; 

1. It is not necessary to handle odd-size baggage in the terminal interface. 
2. The terminal interface does not have to save space for Ramp Snake, retractable 

boom, engine cabin and operator stand. 
3. Shorter cycle times necessary than the required cycle times for loading and 

unloading the NB. 

Since there is no odd-size sortation involved, the side guides are applied at both sides in the 
terminal interface. These are more important in the terminal than on the truck, because 
there is no operator nearby the terminal interface. 

The specifications of the hinge axis, degrees of freedom and actuations of the terminal 
interface are kept exactly the same as the truck interface. The design of the constructions is 
different, because there is more space available, especially in the frame area_ On top of that 
the weight of the terminal interface is less significant, since it does not have to be 
accelerated or decelerated in traffic, unlike the truck interface_ 

Figure 3.25: Terminal interface 
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3.5. Swap body 

Since the Swap Body principle is a used frequently in the distribution branch, these 
containers including collapsible legs, swap frame and lockable doors (Figure 3.26) are 
commercial available. The standard legs have to be collapsed by hand one leg at the time. To 
reduce cycle times these legs could be automated in way that the truck drive can stay in the 
cabin the entire swap procedure. To load the Swap Body onto the BagTruck it is lifted using 
the air suspension of the vehicle. 

Figure 3.26: a) Swap Body at doek b) Collapsible leg c) Lockable door 

In the Swap Bodies 12 conveyors are installed with drive types as depicted in Figure 3.27 

Tensioning 

pulley 

Figure 3-27: Drive principle used for Swap Body conveyors 

End pulley 

The drive pulley has contact with the outer surface of the conveyor belt. This makes it 
possible to choose a belt with a lubricous inner surface and a sticky outer surface. The 
advantage of a lubricous inner surface is that the friction force caused by the relatively long 
conveyor is reduced. When the friction is little, the required power and dimensions of the 
drives are smaller. 
The advantage of the sticky outer surface is that the probability of the baggage getting 
entangled during transportation of the Swap Body is reduced. On top of that there is less 
slip between the drive pulley and the belt. This enlarges the lifetime of the conveyor. 

The length of the Swap Body is calculated assuming the average length of the baggage is 60 
cm and the capacity of the Swap Body is 100 BAX. In case of 12 conveyors with equal length, 
this would result in a Swap Body length of 5 m. The actual length is set a little longer to 
compensate for the fact that the six conveyors in the middle of the Swap Body are shorter. 
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4. CYCLE TIMES 

4.1. lntroduction 

The feasibility of the BagTruck project is strongly dependant of economical advantages 
relative to the current baggage handling. The main improvements are the reduction of 
employees per BAX and the reduction of the cycle times. The latter has four situations (App. 
A4) and these are explained in the following paragraphs. 
In order to calculate the cycle times the following aspects are relevant: 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

Definitions of the {un)load times in the URS 
Belt speeds of the conveyors 
Time it takes to shift the entrance conveyor to a different (un)load position different, 
a different lane in the Swap Body.(Shifting time) 
The time it takes to prepare for actual (un)loading of the Swap Body. 

In this phase of the BagTruck project, there are still details missing in the design, so 
assumptions have to be made. Although the cycle time is an effect of other variables, the 
cycle time in URS is used as a parameter to calculate the maximum available shifting time 
at the terminal. Using this shifting time, some conclusions regarding the belt speeds and 
gaps in between the baggage are made for (un)loading a NB. 

4.2. Unload Swap Body at the arrival terminal 

The situation in which the cycle time is most time critica! is unloading the Swap Body at the 
arrival terminal, because the baggage can be transported directly to the conveyor where the 
passengers pick up their luggage. In case of loading the Swap Body at the departure 
terminal, the baggage flow towards the Swap Body can fluctuate due to different check in 
times. As a result the gaps between the pieces of baggage going into the terminal interface 
could be substantial creating more time to load the Swap Body. {explaned in Pragraph 4.3) 
To determine the maximum available shifting time of the entrance conveyor it is important 
to define the unloading process. Tuis definition is displayed in Figure 4.1. 

UNLOAD Swap Body at arrival terminal 

r ' Time in minutes 1 ... 
1 

ID Task Name 
29 1 30 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 • 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 

1 
Position Bag Truck with 

■' 1 laoded Swap Body 1 

2 
Discomect SB from - 1 

BagTruck 1 
3 

Connect power supply . ; 1 
to Swap Body 1 

Leave Terminal without '• 
. 

4 
Swap Body 1 1 

5 
Open Swap Body • 1 
and Doek 1 

6 
Unload baggage number 1 1 
1 • n out of Swap Body 1 . 
Baggage number 1 • n 1 

. 
7 

out of terminal interface 1 

8 Stop Swap Body drives 1 •' 1 

9 Stop interface drives 
1 

♦ 1 
1 

; 
10 Swap Body is empty 

1 . 
l 

Figure 4 .1: Definition of the SB unload process at the arrival terminal 
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In the second column actions to unload a Swap body are displayed_ For all actions the 
required time in minutes is indicated in the third column_ The total unload time have to be 
less than six minutes according to the URS. The actual time available for baggage 
transportation from the Swap Body into the terminal interface is displayed in Row six of 
Figure 4 .1 and equals five minutes (300 s.)-
For the maximum available shifting time calculation, the following assumptions are made: 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

The used conveyor speed is at most 0.5 m/s (a common used speed by VI) 
Baggage is stored without gaps in-between 
Vertical shifting takes is more time critical than horizontal shifting, because the 
movement is parallel to the gravity force direction. 
The shifting path is as in Figure 4.2 

E 
<) 

"' r--

1 ~;:; llco~ey~11 L,

1
00 1 

12 11 10 -
7 8 9 

6 5 4 

1 2 3 
~ -

85cm 1 

Figure 4.2: Shilling path of the entrance conveyor displayed in the cross section view of the SB 

To unload all 12 lanes of the Swap Body the entrance conveyor has to shift II times_ On 
average there fit 100 BAX in one SB. Note that the lower conveyors are loaded first 
(unloaded last) If there is less baggage than 100 in the cargo compartment the top 
conveyors remain empty, this improves the stability of BagTruck. When the interface 
conveyor does not have to use its upper positions, the operator is able to reach the baggage 
without climbing the interface conveyor in case ofbaggage jams at the Swap Body side. 

The equation to determine the maximum available shifting time is as follows: 

f = (total - floading = f,otal _ C SB (L + L ) 
s,max B,avg G.avg 

Equation 4.1 

Herein: 
t s.max 

ttotal 
t1oading 

ns 
C s s 

Vib,avg 

Ls,avg 

Lc,avg 

ns ns v il, ,avg . n" 

= Maximum shifting time in seconds 
= Total available time to load a Swap Body in seconds 
= Time ofloading excluding the shifting in seconds 
= Number of required shifting actions 
= Statie capacity of the Swap Body 
= Average belt speed of the interface conveyors in meters per second 
= A verage baggage length in meters 
= A verage length of the gaps between the baggage in meters 

The used fixed parameters are: ttotal = 300 s, ns = II, Ls ,avg = o_6 mand L c,avg = 0 m 
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Maximum shifting times are calculated for some different belt speeds and displayed in 
Figure 4.3 

ltotal [S] ns [-] Vib,av [m/S] Cse [-] Le,av [m] LG,av [m] ls,max [s] 
300 11 0,25 100 0,6 0 5,5 
300 11 0,3 100 0,6 0 9,1 
300 11 0,4 100 0,6 0 13,6 
300 11 0,5 100 0,6 0 16,4 

Figure 4. 3: Maximum shifting times for different belt speeds 

Even though there is 16 s available for shifting in case of 0 ,5 m/s belt speed, it is assumed 
to be technically possible in 9 s without any dynamica! problems. lbe calculation to prove 9 
sis feasible can be found in App. A12. lbe time reductions applying this shifting time for 
different belt speeds are calculated using Equation 4.2 and displayed in Figure 4.4. 

Equation 4.2 

Time 
ls,max [s] ns [-] V1b,av [m/s] Cse [-] Le,a [m] LG,av [m] t10tal [S] Reduction [s] 

9 11 0,3 100 0,6 0 299 1 
9 11 0,4 100 0,6 0 249 51 
9 11 0,5 100 0,6 0 219 81 
9 11 0,6 100 0,6 0 199 101 

Figure 4.4: Time reduction due to quicker shifting than required 

4.3. Loading Swap Body at the departure terminal 

Despite the maximum loading time at the departure terminal is six minutes according to 
the URS, in practice the baggage of a departing narrow body airplane is dependant on the 
check in times. lbe departure process is schematically depicted in a time line (Figure 4.5) 

Swap Body@ 
Early Baggage Storage Departure terminal 

~---~A-----~ ~---~A----~ ( y \ STD 

-120 
min 
Open check-in 

-60 
min 

STD = Scheduled Time of Departure 

-40 
min 

Close check-in 

Figure 4.5: Time line current departure process 

-15 
min 

Lastbaggage 
leaves terminal 

According this time line the Swap Body is loaded in 45 min at the departure terminal. 
Because the departure terminal interface has the same design as the arrival terminal, it is 
able to load a Swap Body in six minutes as well. 
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4.4. Unload a Narrow Body airplane 

The definition of the unload time of a NB using the BagTruck is depicted in Figure 4.6 

UNLOAD Narrow Body 

r ' 
1 Time in minutes 1 1~ 

ID Task Name 
29 1 JO 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 l 10 l 11 f 12 1 ,J l 1• 

1 
Posltion BagTruck wilh ■: 1 empty Swap Body 

2 Open Cargo 

"' 
1 

compartment door 1 

3 
Posltlon Tongue onto - 1 
cargo doorsill . 
Extend RampSnake 1 . 

4 
into cargo compartment 1 • 1 

5 
Load Baggage 1 - n onto 1 l 
Ramp Snake tip . 1 

6 
Baggage 1 - n stored in 

1 Swap Body 

7 Retract RampSnake 
1 • 1 

8 
Shui down conveyor 1 + drives 

Remove tongue trom ' 9 cargo doorsill 1 • 
10 Prepare and leave apron 1 ;-1 

l 

Figure 4.6: Definition unload time of a NB using the BagTruck 

Unlike the unload time at the terminal the total unload time at the apron has to be less than 
11 minutes according to the URS. The available time for baggage transportation from the 
interface into the Swap Body, Row 6 in Figure 4.6, equals nine minutes (540 s.) 
Since the interface on the truck has the same specifications as in the terminals, in theory it 
is possible to unload a narrow body in seven minutes. In real life there are other bottlenecks 
than the interface capacity: 

■ 

■ 

■ 

The operator in the cargo compartment loads the baggage onto the Ramp Snake tip 
by hand. One piece of baggage every three seconds (rno BAX in 300 s) without 
interruption seems unrealistic. 
The probability of baggage jams is significant using a Ramp Snake. Tuis probability 
increases when the belt speed is high. 
Operator stops the baggage flow when he is not able to sart odd-size baggage in 
time. 

Assuming there are no jams and no stops for odd-size the maximum length of the allowed 
average gap in between the baggage can be calculated using Equation 4.3 

Vib,avg ( ) 
L G,avg =--z-- ftotal -fs · n s -LB,avg 

SB 

Equation 4.3 

In Figure 4.7 is showed how the length of the average gap behaves when the belt speed is 
changed. 
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ltotal ns Ytb,av Cse Le,av ts,max LG,av 

540 11 0,5 100 0,6 9,0 1,61 
540 11 0,4 100 0,6 9,0 1,16 
540 11 0,3 100 0,6 9,0 0,72 
540 11 0,25 100 0,6 9,0 0,50 
540 11 0,2 100 0,6 9,0 0,28 
540 11 0,135 100 0,6 9,0 0,00 

Figure 4.7: Average gap length as function of the belt speed 

The table tells when the belt speeds of the conveyors are set to 0,5 m/s, the operator in the 
cargo compartment is allowed to leave an average gap of 1,6 m between the baggage. That 
means only 27% of the belt contains baggage. If the baggage is loaded against each other 
without gaps (100%) the conveyor speed should be 0.135 m/s to get the baggage into the 
Swap Body in time. Whatever combination is set, the operator should load one piece of 
baggage onto the Ramp Snake every 4.4 s in case there's IOO BAX to be (un)loaded. In 

Note that gaps are preferred in between the baggage on the Ramp Snake, because it has a 
90 degrees bending in the cargo compartment. See Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.8: a) Without gaps b) Withgaps 

In the Swap Body the baggage should be stored without any gaps to fit in rno BAX. As a 
result an automated start-stop mechanism is installed on the Swap Body conveyors. 

4.5. Load a Narrow Body airplane 

The fourth and last situation is loading the airplane. The available cycle time and the 
baggage flow are comparable with unloading a NB. The difference is the required gap for 
the Ramp Snake bending cannot be created by the operator. Tuis is solved by applying a belt 
speed difference between the Swap Body conveyors and the interface conveyors. 

4.6. Conclusion 

The most time critical situation is the unloading of the Swap Body at the arrival terminal. If 
the belt speeds are set to 0,5 m/s which is common in baggage handling systems, there is 
16,4 s available to shift the interface in the next position to unload the next lane of the Swap 
Body. It is assumed to be possible in 9 s as explained in App A12. (The distance between 
the different positions is 85 cm at most, 9 s for a 85cm movement seems possible) As a 
result the Swap Body can be unloaded 81 s quicker than required. 
With a shifting time of 9 s operators in the cargo compartment have to load one piece of 
baggage onto the Ramp Snake every 4-4 s to meet the NB handling time requirement. 
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5. COST PRIZE ESTIMATION 

5.1. Cost prizes of the three key com ponents 

Since the BagTruck project is still in the development phase the following estimation has an 
uncertainty of 30%. The numbers are based on the Business Plan of the BagTruck by Marcel 
Bunkers [3]. A VI cost prize calculator is involved as well to take a look at the new applied 
principles_ The estimation is as follows : 

Swap Body: 
Swap Body housing 20.000 

Conveyors 40.000 

€ 60.000 

BagTruck: 

Com:e}"ors 
Entrance and interface 

Frame conveyor 

Boom and boom tip 

Entrance par:t 
Actuation Frame 

Vertical actuation 

Ho rizontal actuation 

En.trance roUs 

frame 
Room 

Constmction 

Vertical actuation 

Con.trol.s. 
Ramp Snake 

Iruck_(Ierherg} 
€ 

.rµ..o.o. 
5.000 

3.000 

5.000 

14---00-0 
2.000 

7.000 

3.000 

2.000 

~ 

7,.0..00 

2.000 

5.000 

~ 
.8.o...illl.o 
TOD ooo 
247.000 

Terminal interface: 
Conveyors 8.000 

Vertical actuation 7 .000 

Horizontal actuation 3.000 

Frame 3.000 

€ 21.000 

The most important improvement is that the Swap Body cost prize is reduced significantly. 
This is reduces the total cost prize of the BagTruck system, because there are at least double 
as much Swap Bodies required than BagTrucks. 

In this phase of the BagTruck development safety issues as described in the machinery 
directive are not taken into account. In the machinery directives essential health and safety 
requirements for machinery are described. Measures to improve safety, like a safety fence 
around moving components, increase the cost prize. In further development safety must be 
kept in mind and safety risk assessment should be performed. 

Note that the cost prizes are dependant on the series size, but in this phase of the 
development process the uncertainty due to missing construction details is larger than the 
difference caused by series size fluctuation. An estimation of the required numbers to 
equip D-pier of AAS with the BagTruck system is performed in the following paragraph. 
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5.2. Estimation of the required series 

In order to calculate the costs to equip an airport pier like the D-pier of Amsterdam Airport 
Schiphol the numbers of required components have to be calculated. When the numbers 
have to be accurate the calculation is complex and a simulation should be performed. 
To estimate the numbers of the required key components the following scheme is used. 
(Figure 5-1) For this calculation a data sheet created by the baggage handler of D-pier (KLM) 
is provided by a VI employee of the systems group. The data contains information of the 
baggage of every departing NB on D-pier in the period 1-3-2006 till 22-5-2006. [4] 

1 
1 tANB in min 1 

1 
---.. 0 Swl!p800y 

~ ët[ifl 
1--_,.....~ ... , ....... --

Transport l r---=~~--.--__,, 

1 ~ [il 
1 Departing :;"' 

System: 0 -pier at AAS 

Oss in SB/min 
OeT in BT/min 

Transport 

12 in min 1 

t, in min 1 

Transport 

Figure 5-1: BagTruck flow at D-pier AAS 

IAT in min Arrival Terminal 

Swa Bod 

loT in min 

The total number of component x is calculated by multiplying the number of x the aprons 
require per minute with the total time x requires to complete the cycle, see Equation 5.1: 

Equation 5.1 

With; 
nx,total 

Q. 
t. 

= Total number of component x required in the system. 
= Component flow in number of components per min. 
= Time it takes component x to complete a part of the total handling cycle. 

Q. can be derived using the number of departing NBs and the time they require to depart. 
These are found in the D-pier data sheet [4], see Equation 5.2: 

Q =Q ·K= NDNB · K 
X NB T 

Equation 5.2 

With; 
QNB 
K 
NoNB 

DNB 

= Narrow body flow in NB per min. 
= Number of BagTrucks/Swap Bodies required per NB.(= 2) 
= Number of departing NBs (day= 146/peak = 34 [4]) 
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T DNB = Time it takes the NBs to depart in min (day= 840 min/peak = 60 min [4]) 

~)x in Equation 5-I represents the total time for component to complete the baggage flow 

cycle displayed in Figure 5.1 and can be derived by adding the times of each phase in the 
flow cycle, see Equation 5+ 

Equation 5. 3 

With; 

B 
f DNB = f ANB = NB + f pos ,apr ( K) (Equation 5-4) 

VRs· K 

B 
f AT ,SB = f unloading + f pos ,rer = V SB + f pos 

AT 

B SB • f unloading ,max + f . 
pos .ter (Equation 5-5) 

B sB,max , 

f DT ,SB = floading + f pos ,ter (Equation 5.6) 

f DT,BT = f AT,BT = f pos ,ter + fdet aching + f pos ,ter + f al/aching = 2 · f pos,ter + fdet aching + f al/aching (Equation 5-7) 

t pos,apr 

tpos,ter 

~ etaching 

t attaching 

t 1oading 

tunloading,max 

B N B 

= Positioning time at the apron in min(= 3 min) 
= Positioning time at the terminals in min(= 1 min) 
= Time required to detach the SB from the BT in min (= 2 min) 
= Time required to attach the SB to the BT in min(= 2min) 
= Loading time in min(= 45 min (Figure 4.5)) 
= Maximum allowed unloading time in min(= 6 min (URS)) 
= Number of BAX per NB (avg = 91.4 [4]) 

BsB = Number of BAX in SB 
VRs = Number of BAX handled per min using the RS (avg = 15 BAX/min [1, p4-29]) 

= Time to travel BT including SB from Apron 'dep' to Apron 'ar' (= 3 min) t, 
t2 = Time to travel from Apron 'ar' to arrival terminal(= 6 min) 
t3 = Time to travel from arrival to departure terminal (= 3 min) 
t4 = Time to travel from departure terminal to Apron 'dep' (= 6 min) 

The following assumptions are made: 

• Two BagTrucks are required to (un)load one NB. 
• The average QNB is the mean of the day. 
• The peak QNB is the mean of the peak hour. 
• The positioning the BagTruck at a doek takes 1 minute. 
• SB can be (un)loaded while BT is (de)attaching the SB. 
• SBs are removed immediately when unloaded at the arrival terminal. 
• SBs stand exactly 45 min at the departure terminal; positioned and removed just in 

time. 

• ~) x average = ~) x peak. 

• Monitored days in [4] are representative for days in other parts of the year. 
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The results of the estimation are as follows: 

Swap 
Bodies 

Average QNB 29 

Terminal 
BagTrucks interfaces 

15 16 
2 Peak QNs .___,._,.__ ___ ....._ ___ ____,._ _ ____, 

Table 1: Numbers of required componets 

Note the following: 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

Due to imperfect logistics there should be extra Swap Bodies to avoid BagTrucks 
waiting on Swap Bodies or SBs waiting on BTs. 
t2 and 4 could depend on time of day (peak or not) 
tpos,apr depents on K 
The number of aprons in use and the occupation are not required for the 
calculations in the above. The turn around times of the NBs 
Uncertainty in the assumed transport times is significant, because aprons have 
different locations and the traffic changes caused by the BagTruck application are 
difficult to predict. 

To reduce the required investment casts, n,,total or the cost prize per component should be 
minimized. In this paragraph is concentrated on minimizing n,,101a1. Tuis can be realized by 

reducing Q, or L/ x • Since N DNB and T DNB are given, the only way to reduce Q, is by reduce 

the number of SBs per NB (K). The narrow body airplanes have two separated cargo 
compartments. Using one BagTruck for bath cargo compartments, extra positioning time 
and unloading time is introduced. If Kis reduced tDNB and tANB are increased. (see Equation 
5.4) Investigating the influence is recommended. 

The other method decrease total expense is to minimize ~> x for expensive components 

like the BagTruck. The Truck interface is only required for (un)loading NBs at the apron 
and is not used when the BagTruck transports the Swap Bodies. For this reason the 
introduction of a commercial available transport truck is examined. Tuis way there are only 
BagTrucks required on the aprons. In the calculations for this alternative BagTruck cycle 
(displayed in App A13-1) The extra swapping time required for exchanging the Swap Bodies 
between the BagTrucks and the transport trucks at the apron is set on four minutes. 
Another alternative is to equip only the arrival baggage process with the BagTruck (see App 
A13-2), this alternative is particularly interesting for expansion of existing piers, because the 
baggage carts in the arriving part of the baggage cycle (Figure 5-1) can still be used in the 
(expanding) departing part. Finally a combination of the two alternatives is reviewed (see 
App A13-3) 

The results are as follows: 

Swap 
BagTrucks 

Terminal Transport 
Bodies interfaces trucks 

Original 29 15 16 
Introducing transport truck 31 7 16 II 

Only arrival baggage handling 9 9 3 
Arrival & trans ort truck 12 8 

Table 2: Estimations of the required number of components using the average QNe 
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Original 95 49 52 
Introducing transport truck IOI 23 52 36 

Only arrival baggage handling 29 29 IO 

Arrival & transport truck 39 13 IO 26 

Table r Estimations of the required number of components using the peak QNe 

The difference between peak and average is significant and it should be considered whether 
the original BagTruck system is flexible enough to be efficient. Another recommendation is 
to leave swap at arrival terminal when the swapping time is higher than the unloading time. 

5.3. lnvestment to equip D-pier with BagTruck 

The total costs to install the BagTruck principle at the D-pier is based on the average 
required component numbers and displayed below. 

Swap Terminal Transport ~ 
Component BagTrucks 6. Bodies interfaces trucks 

~ ~€) 60 2 47 21 40 0 Proc p r-< 

Original r.74o 3.705 336 - 5,8 
Introducing transport truck r.860 r.72 9 336 44° 4,4 

Only arrival baggage handling 54° 2.223 63 - 2,8 
Arrival & transport truck 720 988 63 320 2,1 

Table 4: Total investment costs to equip D-pier at AAS per altemative 

Table 4 shows that by introducing the transport trucks the total costs are reduced by 1.4 M€. 
When the distances between the aprons and terminals increase this reduction will be even 
larger, because t2 and t4 raise. 
Most interesting is to compare these investments with the costs to equip the same pier with 
the conventional baggage handling system. (baggage carts, tractors, terminal carousels and 
mobile belt loaders) To make the comparison realistic, the operational costs like personnel 
and maintenance should be taken into account. Tuis is an aspect that should be investigated 
in the business case mentioned before (Paragraph 5.2) 
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6. POTENTIAL PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
In this chapter is studied what problems could arise in the further development and 
implementation of the BagTruck. These potential problems are collected in a meeting, a so
called PPA-meeting. In this meeting the potential problems are identified and their 
probability and seriousness are judged. Only for the most likely and serious problems the 
likely causes are determined. 
There are two kinds of actions to solve a problem; prevent the problem to happen and 
reduce seriousness of the effects. For example if the problem (risk) is fire, the preventive 
action could be to prohibit smoking and the action to reduce the effect could be installing 
sprinklers. An important difference between the two actions is that the last one needs a 
trigger, the heath sensing part on the sprinklers in the example. 
For the BagTruck all problems, causes, actions and triggers are displayed in Figure 6.1. 
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Potential Problem Analysis 

~ ~::f:½ BagTruck 
,i, if" b-.$ c,'-" ... ,,,"' ~ ~ .. 

~ "'"".::, 'S)~~ .~~ ~• ,o~"\ e 
6
(-' 

O ·*èf, é/j ,,, ... ~O ~'t' ~<i' 
Potential problems / possible problems q<CeJ v q< q< '9' .ç 

oo little soace lor Terbera /enoine, cabine, etc.\ 1 L -
Ramo Snake: insufficient convevabilitv • 

unver 
lnsufficient sight for driver while manoeuvring to cargo sill -- lnstall experience a 
> bump aQainst Narrow Body Position of cabine H lnstall camera bumpers shock 

Repair Operator 
airplane checks and 

lnstall mirror carao sill reports 
Operator 

Manoeuvring by checks and 
remote control Repair boom reoorts 
lnstall boom 

fine tune 
mechanism 
Make boom 

shorter 

lnexoerienced driver L 

Distance between load Extra support Repair Operator 
lnsufficient stabability at front side of the vihicle (boom and operator(s)) between vihicle airp lane checks and 
while handlina Narrow Bodv and lumina point too bia H and around carao sill reports 

Move front axis 
forward 

Operator 
Design a light Opperator experience 

Boom is too heavy M weiQht boom takes aspirin sickness 
mcrease tyre 

Tvres are too soft H pressure 

Let air out air 
Suspension too soft M suspension 

Baaîruck does not match the CE reauirements L -

Swap Body lane over1oad 

1 Manually 
Equal push or pull 

clearance over baggage 
Height of the baggage > the entire Swap loose using a Error message 

B= n=eiam in Swao Bodv Il Convevor drive clearance H Body lenath lona stick on the GUi 

". 
Check height 

before baggage 
enters 

Baaaaaeiam in truck interface Il 
,, 

Swap Body 
Fai lure Swap Body conveyor drive .L · 
Failure Ramp Snake retrack conveyor . E. 

Dvnamical capasitv is too little L 
Manuany 

store 
Baggage stored in Swap Adjust control baggage on Operator 

Body wilh gaps such that the re Bag Truck detects Swap 
Statie caoasitv is too little Il inbetween H are no aaps floor Bodv is fu ll 

Design Swap 
Bodywith Use second 

laraer caoasi tv Swap Bodv 
Baggage ,s longer lhan 

averaae L 
Adjust control 
such lhat !here Manually 

are no end- store 
gaps (length baggage on Operator 

Too much storage space sortation must Bagîruck detects Swap 
is lost due to 'end-gaps' M be possible) floor Body is full 

Design Swap 
Bodywith Use second 

larger caoasitv Swao Bodv 
Straps gel stuck in side guide changeovers due to 2-way 
baoaaoe transoort Il Il 
Tolerances between Swap Body side guide 
and entree conveyor side Quide are not feasible 

-Baaaaae movement in Swap Body while drivinQ 
Swap Bodv is not stift enouah l torsion \ .:.: 
Sensors detect 1 bax inslead of 2 1 
The truck interface does not function in heavv wether 1 
Cost prize is to hiah 
Costume, does not accept the Bag Truck desiQn I' ._ 1 • I 

Figure 6.1: Potential Problem Analysis 
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7. CONCLUSION 

~ "E. 
~g------------c--------
~ 8 

Oeciaionmaking 
analysis 

Defelopment 
Final c:oocepl 

Time 

1. A new BagTruck design (shown in Figure 7.1) is made including interfaces with 
terminal and narrow body airplane. 

2 . Commitment of VI engineers and salespersons is gained. 
3. Methodic design approach showed to be useful for communication of design 

processes, design validation and decision making. A user requirement specification, 
a function tree and a morphological chart are created. 

4. The automation is placed mainly in the interfaces, making the Swap Body robust 
and low-cost_ There are more Swap Bodies required than interfaces. 

Figure 7.1: The final BagTruck design 

Note the following aspects in this BagTruck design; 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

The design meets all the requirements described in the URS. 
Smooth conveyor changeovers and side guides are installed to improve the 
baggage process. 
The operator can stand at the frame conveyor to sort odd-size baggage. 
No moving components in the Swap Body except for the conveyor belts. 
The front of the truck is supported using two stamps to increase the stability of 
the boom. Tuis decreases the risk to damage the cargo doorsill. 
When the BagTruck is transporting the Swap Body, the boom is in the 
retracted position to meet the maximum length requirement 
The length of the Ramp Snake (stored in the truck interface and under the 
Swap Body) is over 10 m to ensure it reaches the end of the cargo 
compartment in case of maximum extension. 
Cabin position is high in order to create a clear view for the driver. 
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5. The cost prize of the three key components is estimated as follows (+/- 30%); 

Component Cost prize (k€) 
BagTruck 24 7 

Swap Body 60 

Terminal interface 21 

6_ The total investment required to equip the total D-pier with a BagTruck system is 
using the average narrow body airplane throughput as follows: 

Process concept 

Original 

Introducing transport truck 

Only arrival baggage handling 

TOTAL (M€) 

5,8 

4,4 
2,8 

Arrival & transport truck 2,1 _____ ___. 

□ Applying the 'introducing transport truck' altemative instead of the original 
concept reduces the total required investment with 1,4 M€. Tuis reduction 
increases if traveling distances between aprons and terminals are longer. Tuis 
will be the case in remote check-in2 concepts for future airports. 

2: The remote.check in idea is to let the passengers check in their baggage at self-service check in units at the car parks. This 
future technique reduces the required check-in personnel in the departure terminals. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In Chapter 6 a potential problem analysis is performed to evaluate al issues that could be 
problematic in further development. There should be paid attention to the items in this 
PPA that have high probability and serious effects. Same of these risks are already taken 
care of. The following notes are important: 

1. Investigate the difficulty of positioning the boom tip onto the cargo doorsill. 

2. Find out the seriousness of baggage being disorientated while transporting Swap 
Bodies between the aprons and the terminals. The Baggage could get entangled. 

3. Check the effects of the required tolerances between the Swap Body side guide and 
the entrance conveyor side guide when shifting between lanes of the SB. 

4. Consider safety issues during further development. Perform safety risk assessment 
and reduction for the total BagTruck design and update the estimation of the cost 
prize by adding the costs of safety measurements. 

Other recommendations for further BagTruck process development are: 

5. Perform a business case to estimate the optimal number of required components by 
simulation. Herein aspects as investments and operational casts reduction should 
be calculated more accurate. One of the results in the business case should be the 
maximum cost prize of the BagTruck components. When these prizes are 
compared with the estimated prizes in this report, VI knows if it is interesting to 
continue developing the BagTruck 

6. Introduce a second truck type without a (un)loading interface for Swap Body 
transportation. BagTrucks operate only on the aprons. (Area I Figure 8.1) Transport 
trucks shuttle only between the aprons and the terminals and between the arrival 
terminal and departure terminal. (Area 2 Figure 8.1) There is no development 
required for the transport trucks, because they are already commercially available. 
(proven technology) 

Figure 8.1: Bagtruck cyde at D-piei AAS 
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When the BagTruck is only used in Area 1, the number of required BagTrucks 
is halved. (7 /15) There are transport trucks required, hut these are significantly 
smaller and less expensive. 
Note that the Swap Body exchange time between the BagTruck and a transport 
truck is relevant. 
The driving requirements of the BagTrucks can be less critica!, because they 
do not travel long distances and at high speed. 

7. Combine the arrival terminal and the departure terminal to reduce the number of 
required terminal interfaces. The required Swap Bodies and BagTrucks will be 
decreased as well, because there are no BagTrucks (including SB) in use for 
transportation (including preparation) between the terminals. Tuis is feasible when 
the departure check-in area is located one floor above the reclaim carousels. 

8. Minimize the shifting time (Chapter 4) of the entrance conveyor. Tuis reduces the 
unloading time at the arrival terminal. The ergonomics of the operators in the cargo 
compartment is improved, because there is more time available to (un)load one 
piece ofbaggage onto (from) the Snake. 

9. Use only one doek per flight. Only flights with more than 100 BAX (37% [4]) require 
two Swap Bodies. The required terminal interfaces are halved this way. 
Two aspects have to be kept in mind; 
□ An effect of loading all baggage of one flight into one Swap Body is that the 

BagTruck must switch cargo doors while loading a NB. (If Kis reduced toNB 
and tANB are increased in Paragraph 5.2) The influences of this measure should 
be investigated. 

□ For loading two Swap Bodies at one doek, the exchange of the full SB with the 
empty SB requires that the terminal interface is able to accumulate baggage. 

10. Considered whether the original BagTruck system is flexible enough to be efficient, 
because the difference between peak and average baggage flow is significant. 

11. Do not swap at arrival terminal when the swapping time is higher than the 
unloading time. 

Other recommendations for further BagTruck mechanical development are: 

10. Analyze the feasibility of eliminating the belt drives in the Swap Body by the 
locating the actuation in the interfaces. For example on the entrance conveyor frame. 
Tuis way only one drive actuates all Swap Body drives. Tuis could be possible, 
because only one belt drive is used at the time in the Swap Body. 

11. Improve the module for baggage transportation inside the NB. Although the Ramp 
Snake improves the ergonomics, the baggage transport process is not reliable. 
Especially in the 90 degree bent and the changeover from the snake to the boom tip 
boom tip conveyor (while unloading NB) baggage jams are not exceptional. 
□ Study the operation of the Power Stow at AAS. Especially the experience of the 

operators and the baggage behavior in the 90 degrees bent are important. 

12. Minimize the truck interface length to improve the manoeuvrability of the 
BagTruck by testing maximum allowable conveyor gradients and gaps in the 
changeovers to maintain a robust baggage process. 

13- Communicate with Terberg to find out if actuations should be electric or hydraulic. 

14. Investigate if FMC should supply only the snake or the entire boom including 
extension and retraction actuation. 
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My master project felt like the first actual challenge in my entire study period at the TU /e, 
because I had to organize all aspects of the BagTruck project by myself and have to take into 
account different objectives. VI has often other expectations of results than the university 
requires. Another difference I noticed between the university and the company culture was 
the commerciality; in a company only functions are developed that are required to satisfy 
the dient. In a university the engineer has more possibilities to choose his own direction of 
research. 
Aspects as methodic designing, organizing and leading meetings with experienced 
participants, risk analysis, decision making, patent study, etc were new for me. Achieving 
this project in time and in an R&D environment made it a challenge in which I leamed a lot. 
Especially distinguishing high priority and low priority action items was not easy. I 
improved this by planning more frequently. This skill will lubricate future projects. 

In the end I can be proud of the fact that I managed to achieve the target formulated in the 
start of the project and that my design is used to update the patent request. Unfortunately, 
this project contained no interesting phases like testing, optimizing (DFMA and FMEA3) 
and implementing. As a result I have not been working in the Innovation Center to 
experience the 'hands-on feeling'. Visiting AAS and Terberg was very interesting though. 

I experienced the construction of having two supervisors within VI (Process and Technica!) 
very positive. It is for sure that without this construction I was not able to development 
myself this way. The atrnosphere among the other students at R&D was good and my 
workplace was extraordinary nice and well equipped (computer and software). 

Finally I want to end this report with the pleasant remark that the airport of Milan has 
already shown interest in the BagTruck for handling arriving narrow body airplanes. 

3: Design For Manufacture and Assembly and Failure mode and Effect Analysis are procedures to optimize the product by 
looking at the manufacture and assembly process and improving the reliability of the product. 
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A. APPENDICES 

A.1. Boeing 737-800 data 
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rb 
C D r 

737-800 737-900 

DESCRIPTION MAX (AT OEW) MIN (ATMTW) MAX(AT OEW) MIN (AT MTW) 

FT - I M FT - IN M FT IN M FTIN M 

A TOP OF FUSELAGE 18 - 3 5.56 17 -9 5.4 1 18 - 4 5.59 17 - 10 5.44 

8 ENTRY DOOR NO 1 9 - 0 2.74 8-6 2.59 9 - 0 2.74 8 - 6 2.59 

C FWD CARGO DOOR 4-9 1.45 4 -3 1.30 4 -9 1.45 4 - 3 1.30 

D ENGINE 2- 1 0.64 1 - 7 0.48 2- 1 0.64 1 - 7 048 

E WINGTIP 12 - 10 3.91 12- 0 3.66 12 - 10 3.91 12-0 3.66 

F AFT CARGO DOOR 5 - 11 180 5 -5 1.65 5 - 11 1.80 5 - 5 1.65 

G ENTRY DOOR NO 2 10-3 3.12 9- 9 2.97 10-3 3.12 9 - 9 2.97 

H STABILIZER 18-6 5.64 18-0 5.49 18 - 7 5.66 18 - 1 5.51 

J VERTICAL TAIL 41 - 5 12.62 40- 7 12.37 41-5 12.62 40 - 7 12.37 

NOTES CLEARANCES SHOWN ARE NOMINAL ADD PLUS OR MINUS 3 INCHES TO ACCOUNT FOR VARIATIONS IN 
LOADING, OLEO AND TIRE PRESSURES, CENTER OF GRAVITY, ETC. 

66 IN 
( 1.68 W) 

INT[RIOR TRlt.t-TO-TRIM 
.------- 139.2 IN {3.54 M) -------, 

20 IN (0.51 t.t) _,__--+-~ 

SEE SECTION 2.6 

--------- 14l! IN (3.76 M) --------
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A.2. Apron layout at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol 

AUXIUARY PO 
CAN ~Vl)E 1 

TOW 
0

1R\JCK 

0 [LECTRICA.L fOWDI 
~ENGINE STA'RT------1"-----+----.,,e.:..i.--~l+-#----+"'-r---+---+-----+---+--

O AIR CONDITfONING 
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A.3. Ramp Snake & Power Stow 

A.3.1. RampSnake 

Ramp Snake Brochure by FMC Techmologies: 

Reduced Operatlng coats and lmproved Health & 
Safety 

The FMC AampSnake® is the first alrcraft buil< loading system ttlat 
delvers baggage, cargo and mall einywnere In the ai rcratt bally. By use 
ol lndMdual powarod beits the RampSnakc® is eoslly extended and 
retrl'lciad at a 9o-degree angle inside the alrcratt. Baooage, car110 ard 
mail are posttlvelY oooveyed. Front and Raar Lifters take eway the need 
to 1111 baggage, cargo and mall. 

RampSnake reduces: 

• lnjurles from manual handllng 
• Handllng operations to 2 

people - regardless of the 
aircraft 

• Loadlng/offloading times by up 
to50% 

• The risk of delayed baggage 
• Damage to aircraft doors ills 

66 

Outstandlng Fe.atures of tho RompSnal<e• 
include: 

• A revolutiooary new handling principle 
that slmply oonveys all kind of l><Jk 
cargo trom the baggage cart up into the 
cargo comparlnwmt and el'ISily slacks 
the items_ Wlth no manual llfti119 ... lust 
guiding thlng11 In place. 

• A ramp básed in-plane loodlng device. 
No added weight to the rcraft, No 
volume loss In the rgo hold. 

• An airside boggaga SOrtîng device. 
Rush•. priortty-, Iran fer items sorted 
already at the rsmp lor ,oohancecl 
psssenger service. 

• A built -In AAit fYTiflARAl1 h<>lt In~ No 
need lor Op!looal St.lndard belt loade,s 
or aàdllional loading starr transport 
vehieles. 

• A fully olectrlc driven and operatlon 
svstern. No dangerous emîssions in the 
aircrult compartment and on the ramp 
lor a bette< wor!dng environmant and 
on-board diagnostics and d gil 1 
maintenance Interface. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Alrcralt Servlclng Heighta 

Groas Vehlcle Welght 

Overall Dlmenslons 
Length 
Width 
Maximum Helght 
Ground Clearance 
Wheel Base 

Drtvlng Speclficationa 
Maximum Forward Speed 
Maximum Reverse Speed 
Maximum Stopping Oistance 
Tuming Radius 

Convev Syatem 
Snake Modules 
Maximum Snake Extenslon 
Maximum Convey Speed 
Minimum Convey Speed 
Maximum Cargo Unit Loadlng 
Minimum Cargo Base Area 

Boom 
Maximum Helght 
Minimum Helght 
Maximum Angle 

Front Utter 
Maximum Liftlng Helght 
Maximum Angle 
Maximum Elevated Load 
Maximum Horlzontal Load 

Rear Lltt.r 
Maximum Length 
Maximum Loadlng Hel{flt 

Electrlcal Syatem 
System Voltage 
Battery Voltage 
Battery Capacity 
Power Sy•lem 
Operatlng Temperatures 

Optlonal Equlpmant 
CE Compllance Package 
Onboard Charging System 
Lelt Slde Extended Rollers 
Dashboard Monitor Display 
Foot Actuated Disable Switch 
Mud Raps 
Lelt Hand Mlrror 

For more information contact: 

Madrid: 

1.10 rn (3.5 tt) to 2.8 rn (9.2) 

6,350 kg (14,000 Ibs.) 

7m (23ft) 
2.1 m (6.9 Ft) 
1.52m(5ft) 
1.36 mm (5.4 In) 
3.6m{11.9f1) 

30 k/hr ( 19 mph) 
10 k/hr (6 mph) 
10 .7m(35ft) 
6.35 m (20.8 ft) 

28 Activa. 3 Passiva 
7.92m (26ft) 
0.7 m/sec (2.3 ft/sec) 
0.3 m/sec (1 .3 IVsec) 
80 kg (176 Ibs) 
0.42 m x 0.3 m (1 6.5 In x t 2 In) 

2.8 m (9.2ft) 
1.10m(3.5ft) 
28' 

0.8 m (2.6ft) 
35' 
40kg (88 lb) 
80 kg (176 Ibs) 

1.4 m (4.6ft) 
1.5m{4.9lt) 

24VDC 
2 x 40 Volt, Cell Type 
450Ah 
80 VAC Motors 
-29° C (-20- F) to 49" C (120" F) 

80 Volt 450 Ah Battery 
Powered Lelt Skie Sortlng Belt 
Rear Lifter Extend/Retract 
Seat Actuated Disabte Switch 
Program Display Monitor {POM) Main Panel 
Fi•ed Passenger Seat 'Mth Seat Beits 

london: FMC Technologies 
Airport Equlpmenl 
7300 Presldents Drive 
Ortando, FL 32809 
Tel: +1 407- 851-3377 
Fax: +1 407-850-2839 

Crta. De Barcelona, Km 34,400 
28805 Alcafa de Henares 
Madrid, Spain 

658 Alver Gardens 
No<th F91tham Tradng Est, Feltham 
Mlddlesex, TW14 ORB, UK 

Tel : +34 91-882-8625 
Fax: +34 91-882-9115 

Tel : +44 20-8587-0666 
Fax: +44 20-8587-0660 
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Singapore: 
6 Loyang Lane. #03-00 
Yoong Heng lndustrial Building 
Singapore 508920 
Tel : +65 6-542·9255 
Fax: +65 6-542·7493 
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Ramp Snake Pictures taken at AAS: 

Kt.=-°M catering 
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A.3.2. Power Stow 

Power Stow brochure: 

Main dimension for Rollertrack 
Mounted on Mulag 7,5m beltloader 

1 -

1 
= 

0 
CD .... 

(/) 70 

S ace for cables 

6869 

140 

521 

450 

70 
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·ri 
o o O CD 

,>''---'-"~ •"-= ""'· 0 

0 

c,° 
a 

a 

Tw lsted 10 • righ t 

Loading/unloading head 

Length 600 mm 

Angle in loading position + 28.0° 

Angle in unloading position - 11.0° 

Number of positions can be fi xed in any posit ion between -11 ° and + 28° 

Height in loading position 400 mm above floor 

Height in unloading position 50 mm above floor 

Flexramp 

Angular slope of door sill ± 10.0° 

Maximum angular slope of belt conveyer + 25.0° 

Minimum angular slope of belt conveyer - 5.0° 
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Power Stow Pictures (downloaded from powerstow.com): 
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A.S. Details of previous BagTruck designs 

A.5.1. Oosterhuis BagTruck 

Specifications: 

Container principle: 
Swap Body capacity: 
Length: 
Width: 
Height: 
Swap Body Length: 
Truck interface: 
Swap Body principle: 

Swap Body (see figure below) 
170 BAX 
12m 

2.58m 
4 m 
9 m 
Caljan extendible conveyor 
Sliding puzzle 
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A.5.2. Van Ginneken BagTruck 

Specifications: 

Container principle: 
Swap Body capacity: 
Length: 
Width: 
Height: 
Swap Body Length: 
Truck interface: 
Swap Body principle: 
Weight: 
Engine power: 
Maximum velocity: 
Wheel basis: 
Outer tuming radius: 

Swap Body 
90BAX 
8m 
2.55 m 
3.8m 
5m 
Ramp Snake (see figure below) 
Sliding puzzle 
9 ,5 tonnes 
9okW 
73 km/h 
4m 
7,9m 
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A.6. BagTruck Function tree 

Why 

H-,dleu-or 
Narrow Body .,,,.._ 

CNB•I 
atO..,..alAAS 

Legend 

Unload NB 

Narrow Body Alrplane = NB 
Swap Body = SB 

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol = AAS 
Arrlval Terminal= A-Term. 

Depanure Terminal = D-Term 
BagTruck = BT 
Baggage = I! 

= New Function 

= Function shown before 

Tranaportl8 
trom 

Apronlo 
A-T-. 

UnloadSB 
IIIA-T-. 

Tranaport18 
trom 

A-Tarm. lo 
D-T-

Bag Truck - Appendices 
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[ Part 1 How 
► 

} Prepare 

Arrival 

_,.......,. .. 
connect tntorfoc.e from SB 

GetSBatA-T-
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Why 

Legend 

Narrow Body Alrplane = NB 
Swap Body = SB 

Amsterdam Alrpon Schiphol = AAS 
Arrlval Terminal = A-Term. 

Depanure Terminal= 0-Term 
BagTruck = BT 
Baggage = B 

= New Function 

= Function shown before 

I.MclNB 

Trantport88 
lrom 

Dopartlng NB ID 
An1YIRG N8 

Prol9CI B ogainsl 
Thell 

Proleet Bag
Tenorlsm 

Proleet B trom 
Wealher-
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Part 2 How 
► 

Offer B to SB 
-- --------

Accept B by SB (Bock) 

- - ---------
Transport B ,n SB (trom Bock) 

--------- -

Oisconn9CI lnt0118ce (Back) 

- - --------

Departure 

Prepare 

Offer B to NB 
----- -

Accept B by NB 

----------
Transport B til NB 

,..,..---- - - - - - -
Slop loadtng NB (Ftonl) 
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A. 7. Morphological chart 
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A.12. Shifting time entrance conveyor 

In order to justify the assumption that a shifting time of 9 s is realistic, an estimation of the 
required power for the shifting actuation is performed. In this calculation is horizontal and 
vertical actuation is reviewed separately. All assumptions and calculations are worst case. 

A.12.1. Horizontal shifting 

For the movement in the horizontal plane, the actuation does not have to cope with the 
gravity. To estimate the actuation power only acceleration and friction forces are taken into 
account and can be calculated as in Equation A.1. 

Equation A.8.1 

The required acceleration force is derived assuming the entrance conveyor has to move 0.85 
m in 9 s. The movement is assumed to be second order and displayed in Figure Ai 

8min 

V 

v (rn/s)Î 

~ t(s) 4,5 9,0 

Figure AI: Possible actuation profile 

The maximum required acceleration is calculated using Equation A2. 

( )- 2-x(t) _ ( )-2 -0,425 _ 7% a t - --?-⇒ amax - a 4,5 - ? - 0.042 2 r 4,5- s 

Equation A.8.2 

To calculate the acceleration force the shifting movement is simplified as displayed in 
Figure A2. For the simplified movement more power is required. 

Original rnovernent TOP VIEW 
Sirnplified movernent 

< 0.85 m 

• Center of mass 

Figure Az: a) original movement ofhorizontal shifting b) Simplyfied movemend 
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The acceleration force is derived with Equation A3 

F _ . ( + ). ( Linl e1face ] 
a - m inl etface a ⇒ m conveyor m baggage a ⇒ m conveyor + · m baggage,max · a = 42N 

L baggage ,avg 

Equation A.8.3 

With: 
Fa 
m 
L 

= Acceleration force in N 
= Mass in kg 
= Length in m 

Equation A1 becomes: 

p = (42+58)-0.85 =944W 
mech 

9 
· (Fr assumed to be maximum 58 N) 

The required mechanical power for horizontal shifting in 9 s is less than ~ -

A.12.2. Vertical shifting 

The power required for the vertical actuation is strongly dependant of the gravity. The 
vertical movement is simplified as in Figure A3 . 

Original movement Simplified movement 

< 
Figure A3 a) Original movement of vertical shifting b) Simplified movement 

The mechanical power is calculated using Equation A4. 

Equation A.8.4 

Fg = m interface * g = 1000 *10 =10000 N 

Using Fg >>Fa +Fr Equation A4 becomes: 

p = (Fg )· x = 10000-0.75 = 833W 
mech f 9 

The required mechanical power for vertical shifting in 9 s is less than ~ -

N ote: This power can be reduced by applying springs in the lifting mechanism to store the 
potential energy. 

A.12.3. Conclusion 

The assumed 9 s for shifting is realistic 
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A.13. BagTruck application alternatives 

A.13.1. 'lntroducing transport truck' alternative 

System: 0-pier at AAS 
OANB in NB/min -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Arriving NB 11 - l 
Oss in [SB/min] 

1 
IAr in min 1 1 

Arrival Terminal 

1 1 Il Oar in [BT/min) 
1 
1 

-= D --
Swa Bod 1 

1 

1 

fjt 
1 

~ ët[!:l Transport 
1 

--' 1 

12 in min 1 
1 ... , .... 

Il 
1 

1 + '""~~ , 
1 

i) in min Transport 

11 1 

11 

Swa Bod 

1 fjt t. in min 1 

Transport 

1 
... , .... 

Departing NB 
J L tor in min 1 1 Departure Terminal LJ 

--
Area 1 Area 2 

BagTrucks operate only in Area 1, the transportation of the Swap Bodies in Area 2 is 
performed by a low-cost transport truck. 

A.13.2. 'Only arrival baggage handling' alternative 

L m~îr=::==:""'"i""---L _ _::S~y::'._sl~e~m':_: ~D:t-P~ie:'._r~a~t AA~S:_ _ _)-------------7 0.,,6 in NB/min I Area 1 
,-- --

Arriving NB 

1 t ANB in min f 

....,, o --
~ ët[!:l 

+-
Transport 

Oss in [SB/min] 
Oer in [BT/min] 

Transport 

t2 in min 1 

The BagTruck principle is only applied in Area 1. 
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t"r in min 1 1 

-- --
Transport 

--, 
Arrival Terminal 1

1 

1 
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'Arrival & transport truck' alternative 

Q ANB in NB/min Area 1 

~ --=:....___-=11-
1 

11 
_I 

System: 0-pier at AAS 

Oss in [SB/min) 
OaT in [BT/min] 

Transport 

t2 in min 1 

Area 2 

= =A=rr=-iv=-a=l-=_T=e =r-m= -i=n=-a=I =~ 
1 
1 

Tuis altemative is a combination of the previous two, the BagTruck principle is only used 
for arrival baggage on the apron (Area 1) and a transport truck is introduced in Area 2_ 
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